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INTRODUCTION 
Over the past several years, an ever increasing 
amount of attention has been paid to child growth and de-
velopment. Various methods have been used to demonstrate 
the hypothesis that the ways in which each parent meets his 
child's dependent needs and enables him to solve the charac-
teristic problems with which the growing child is confronted 
at each state of development will determine the level of ma-
turity he will achieve as an adult. Since the casework pro-
cess is based on such theories of human behavior which em-. 
phasize the meaningfulness to the individual of these par-
cular early life experiences and r~lationships, .research de-
voted to enhancing our knowledge of the various stages of 
development is necessarycto evolve more scientific and im-
proved professional casework methods. 
A review of the literature seems to indicate that 
the body of knowledge regarding the effect of early relation-
ships on child development already accumulated has been 
acquired in great measure by a retrospective process through 
which past events are recalled and reconstructed. Some ob-
servational studies of actual early mother-infant relation-
ships and other fragments of the total growth process have 
provided valuable data regarding personality development. 
However, development of knowledge through continuous, in-
tensiv-.longitudinal research in which temporal distortions 
can be reduced has been extremely limited. 
In 1955, a longitudinal study of the mother-child 
relationship and its effect on emotional growth was ini-
tiated by a newly created Child Development Unit of the 
Boston University School of Medicine with research head-
quarters at the Massachusetts Memorial Hospital. Since the 
inception of the project, a group of thirty primaparae 
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mothers and their first offspring has" been studied inten-
sively by a multidisciplined team from the time of initial 
contact with the Prenatal Clinic and will be under conti-
nuous observation through the seventh year of the child~s 
life. The ongoing research hopes to test the hypothesis 
·that the children of the more mature mothers in this group 
will be correspondingly more mature than the others. 
A consideration in deciding on an area for a thesis 
topic was the selection of some aspect of the Child Develop-
ment Study which would highlight other data which has already 
been collected. The present study was designed also to ob-
tain information about an area of familial relationships 
that has not in the past received as much attention as some 
of the traditionally studied areas. 
The purpose then of this thesis was to gain some 
understanding of the relationship of maternal grandparents 
to their grandchildren during the latter's developmental 
years. It was hoped that such a study conducted within 
the framework of the larger research focussed onthe mother-
child relationship would not only throw some light on the 
life of this family member in the child's life, but would 
also enrich the background material on the subjects with 
whom the ongoing research is concerned. 
In order to get at some of the factors, the data 
obtained was analysed to obtain a better picture of the 
psychological meaning of the child to its grandparents and, 
where possibl~to its parents. The attitudes verbally or 
non-verbally expressed by each grandmother towards her 
child and grandchild were examined to see if they revealed 
in some measure the nature of the mother-child relation-
ships in which the mothers under study in the larger project. 
were nurtured and the kinds of feminine identifications with 
which they were provided. There was an attempt to ascertain 
the degree and nature of support offered by each grandmother 
to her daughter in meeting realistic dependency needs as 
well as in encouraging adult separation and independence. 
The writers attempted to answer the following 
questions: 
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A. How much responsibility does the grandmother 
assume for the grandchild? 
B. %hat are the grandmother's current child training 
practices and attitudes with respect to her grand-
child in various areas? 
C. How does she see these as similar to or different 
from the way in which she handled her own daughter1 
D.. Vl.'hat are the grandmother's attitudes towards her 
daughter's current child training practices? 
Description of the Study Sample and Method of Data Collection 
Six grandmothers out of the research population were 
available for interviews. It had long been a special in~ 
terest of the staff of the Child Development Unit to know; 
more about the grandmothers who were caring for their re-
search grandchildren while their mothers were working. For-
tunately, three whofell into this category were available, 
thereby providing some additional data to the writers for 
comparative purposes~ The writers attempted to determine 
differences and similarities in the two groups in the 
various areas under investigation. 
In the more comprehensive research, contact with 
the grandmothers has been limited to one intensive inter-
view during the daughter's prenatal period for the purpose 
of obtaining more adequate ba~kground and developmental 
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information. Data for this thesis was obtained from a 
series of intensive interviews with the grandmothers selecte<~ 
The original plan was for three interviewers to make three 
home visits to each of the six grandmothers in the sample. 
Each interviewer talked with one grandmother whose daughter 
had returned to work following the birth of her child and 
one grandmother whose daughter remained at home to care for 
her child. Although it was originally intended to talk to 
each grandmother alone, there were in some of the visits 
other adults and children present who participated actively 
or passively in them, giving variation to the data collected 
The interviews were for the most part unstructured 
although a schedule designed to help explore child rearing 
practices and attitudes around certain key areas such as 
feeding, toilet training and discipline was used as a frame 
of reference. These areas wer~ considered to be good indice 
to overall child training methods and to reflect the grand-
parent's sensitivity to the needs of their daughters and 
grandchildren. 
Each interview was recorded and analyzed in detail 
in order to provide as complete a picture of the pertinent 
intra-familial relationships as possible from the total 
number of contacts. This material was then related to pre-
viously gathered information on the mothers in the ongoing 
research to see if it shed any additional light on the way 
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these mothers were able to function in the maternal role 
and to determine in what ways, if any, it modified, rein-
forced or contradicted earlier impressions of them. In the 
analyses, special attention was paid to certain areas which 
had been suggested to the writers by the members of the 
Child Development Unit, the reason for the suggestions being 
that an illumination of these areas would have some signifi-
cance for the larger research. In the main, the following 
were considerations the writers tried to evaluate: 
1. How tied does the grandmother feel her daughter 
is to her and vice versa? 
2. What kind of advice on child caring does she seek 
from her mother, does the mother give advice and 
how responsible does she feel for so doing? 
3. How often does she see her daughter and what is 
the interviewer's estimate of the relationship 
expressed in dynamic terms? 
Description of the Sample 
The six grandmothers range in age from 41 to 58 
years. All have intact households. The grandfathers are 
living except for one who is retired but physically active, 
and are also gainfully employed. Five grandmothers are 
still caring for younger unmarried children. Details of the 
specific households will be discussed with each analysis as 
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well as size of family and ethnic and cultural grounds rep-
resented. The mothers in the study are in various ordinal 
positions. 
Limitations 
The number of interviews and the relatively short 
time span in which they had to be done makes this a some-
what brief study. Also~ the interviewers were not part of 
the larger research group which might have enabled them to 
have had a more sensitive approach in their interviews. 
Procedure 
The three interviews with each grandmother, fol-
lowed by an analysis of the data contained therein, will be 
presented under cases A, B, C, D, E and F. Subjects. of the 
ongoing research, their children and other individuals re-
ferred to throughout the data have been assigned pseudonyms. 
A final chapter deals with general findings and conclusions. 
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MRS. A. 
First Visit - 1/20/59 
Mrs. A. is a pleasant looking woman who presents 
herself as one who is businesslike and formal. She is a 
minister's wife and is apparently very busy with church ac-
tivities. 
Interviewer said that as had been mentioned on the 
telephone, and as Mrs. A. probably had already found out 
from her daughter, Beverly, we were interested in seeing 
the grandmothers of some of the children in the on-going 
research to get some of their ideas on what it has been like 
to bring up their own children and ~ow to watch their grand-
children grow up. With thist grandmother said her daughter 
had talked a bit about the study. She then went on to say 
that right now she is taking care of her sister's children 
while her sister works. Her other married daughter is 
presently living with her and she sometimes takes care of 
her little boy also. She has not had David (grandchild in 
the study) with her regularly since the latter pa±t of 
August (about six months ago). Before this timet she had 
kept him regularly from the time her daughter Beverly re-
turned to work until she stopped work recently because of 
her present pregnancy. David was about two months old 
when she started keeping him. Interviewer asked how old 
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were the other children. They range in age from almost 
two to six years. Interviewer said she imagines they keep 
her busy most of the time. Yes they did. David was es-
pecially active and she had to spend a good part of her time 
on him alone. If she did not watch him closely, he would 
get out of the house and into the streets. She did not 
feel the others were nearly so active, but they did take up 
a lot of her time. In addition to these children that she 
keeps regularlyt she has groups of children from the church 
in at certain times for activities. Interviewer remarked 
that both of the grandchildren are boys and all of the other 
children she takes care of are boys also. Interviewer 
wondered if she felt there were differences in the handling 
of boys than girls. She did not know whether it is because 
she has not had much experience with boys before, as she 
has three girls and only one boy, but she thinks boys are 
much more difficult to handle. She cannot recall any of 
her own children being difficult or especially active. How-
ever, Beverly (David's mother) as a child was perhaps more 
active than some of the others. Beverly, however, thinks 
David is a great deal like his father. She knows he also 
was a very active youngster and his parents are always re-
marking how like the father David is. Da~id is a fussy 
eater -- he likes only certain foods -- and has been this 
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way since he was an infant. She could recall even then 
that if he did not want food and it was forced on him any-
way, he almost always threw it up. He was kept on strained 
foods for longer than usual because he would not eat the 
junior foods as readily. ~~en he finally was put on junior 
foods, it seemed difficult to get him to take regular food. 
Even now for one meal -- usually lunch -- the mother gives 
him junior foods as he takes this with less fussing and it 
is more convenient for her. 
Mrs. A. talked for a time about how busy her day is 
with the children and the other activities of the church, 
and said that once in a while she gets out on her own for 
a little while. She had been able to do this a great deal 
before she started to take care of her sister's children. 
In fact, she had been considering returning to work herself, 
but the sister got the job first and she agreed to keep her 
' 
children. This sister lives on the top floor of the same 
building and takes the children upstairs when she returns 
from work in the evenings. Interviewer asked grandmother 
if she had worked before she started to take care of these 
children. Yes, she had,only during special times, however, 
usually during the Christmas holidays at some of the de-
partment stores. Interviewer wondered how she felt about 
her daughter working. Grandmother said she thought a 
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mother should stay at home with her baby when it is very 
young, and she felt it was a mother's place to bring up 
her own child. She certainly was not going to encourage 
Beverly to return to work this time and hopes she will de-
cide to stay home with the baby. She did not work while 
her own children were very small except for her church ac-
tivities that allowed her to be in the home most of the 
time. She was glad to help out by keeping David becau~e 
she felt that Beverly needed this help as she was not used 
to all the duties involved in being a housekeeper and 
mother. She seemed very nervous at one point and she 
thought her help with the child had been of considerable 
help to the mother. 
David had on occasions spent nights in her home, and 
she thought that she could handle him better during these 
times. Once he went home and returned, he seemed to be 
starting anew with his activities when he returned the next 
morning -- dashing about getting into everything! Staying 
overnight somehow made him seem easier to keep in line; 
maybe this was due to the fact that being there had helped 
him to get used to this and he seemed less troublesome. 
She does not see him too often now that the mother is no 
longer working. She usually sees him about once a week 
when the mother comes to visit with him. 
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Interviewer said some people seemed to feel that 
boys would listen to men and behave better with them than 
women; Interviewer wondered if she thought this was so. 
She did think her husband could get much better co-operation 
from the boys. He would simply have to tell them what to 
do once and it was done, while she would have to tell them 
.several times before they even bothered. Sometimes when 
she has to go out and leaves the children with him, he 
reports that they have been very good and wonders why she 
has so much difficulty with them. 
Plans were made to see Mrs. A. again in two weeks, 
February 3rd. 
Second Visit ~ 2/3/59 
In todayts interview as in the previous one, Mrs. 
A. talked easily and carefully answered questions. As we 
talked about various aspects of David's behavior, grand-
mother remarked that now his mother is having difficulties 
training him. Interviewer asked what kind of difficulties. 
Grandmother told about how long he has to sit on the potty 
because he does not respond, but many times as soon as he 
is moved, he has an naccidentn. Beverly has found it dif-
ficult to know just when he needs to go to the bathroom as 
he is not well enough regulated so that she can gauge the 
time. Grandmother had started to train him before he 
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returned home, but also without much success. She had at-
tempted to train him according to the time he normally had 
a bowel movement, but this did not always work because he 
did not always go at the same time each day. She generally 
took him to the bathroom after breakfast and/or after lunch, 
depending upon which time seemed more appropriate as seen 
by his normal bowel habits. Interviewer asked about what 
age did she start training. About 14-16 months of age she 
felt was a good time. She believes that the child needs to 
be old enough to have some awareness of what is going on 
and to be able to understand what the·parents are trying to 
direct him to do. This was usually about the time she had 
started her own children, and it seemed to work better for 
her this way. 
Interviewer asked about feeding. David was bottle 
fed and was kept on a feeding schedule during the while 
she (grandmother) kept him. She has always believed that 
feeding children on schedule was the best thing to do be-
cause this way they were more likely to get the amount of 
food they needed when they needed it. She thought it was 
important to keep to the schedule and urged Beverly to do 
so. Sometimes her daughter and other people are tempted 
to give babies bottle or food because they cry even though 
it is not their regular feeding time. She does not think 
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one should upset the child's feeding schedule in this way. 
David was started on baby foods when he was about two 
months old. However, when he started taking junior foods 
at about five or six months of age, he had difficulty 
keeping them down. He did not seem to like foods with 
"lumpsn in them and usually would not eat them. In fact, 
he has not too long stopped throwing up foods he does not 
want. She learned though, that David only threw up foods 
he did not want and could seem to do this at will. She 
was finally able to tell when he was about to do this and 
let him know that he was not to do this. At these times 
when he opened his mouth as if to throw up, she threatened 
him with a belt, and if he did not obey, she would actually 
strike him a few·times with this. This usually worked. He 
now eats somewhat better. His mother usually gives him a 
bottle at bedtime and at his nap time during the day. 
In answer to interviewer's question regarding how 
she handled David's activity, Mrs. A. said that when he was 
younger -- about nine months of age -- she purchased a 
walker for him. He moved faster in this than she had ever 
seen any child move. Sometimes to restrain him, she would 
put him in a chair and strap him there. She had had walkers 
for all of her own children; but had never had one who could 
cover the entire house the way David did. At other times 
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when David got in.to things, particularly when he was younger 
she would simply pick him up from whatever he was doing and 
put him where she wanted him to be. 
In response to interviewer's query as to how David 
responds to strangers, grandmother said he has never shown 
any particular fear of strangers. She described him as a 
ttfriendly childn. Interviewer asked when did he seem to 
recognize mother from grandmother, and Mrs. A. responded by 
saying that he "very early" recognized his mother from her· •• 
How did he act when left by his parents during :the day? He 
did not seem to mind being left with her and was all right 
with her during the day, but he was ready to go with Beverly 
and his father when they came for him in the evenings. Mqst 
often his father and mother came by to pick him up. Once 
David saw them in the evenings, he did not like them to 
leave again. They sometimes went shopping before actually 
taking David home. The father often brought David in the 
mornings as he drove by her house on his way to work. When 
the father left in the mornings, David would watch from the 
window until he was out of sight, but did not seem especiall 
concerned once he had left. He usually settled down to 
play soon thereafter. 
Grandmother said David has never liked being held 
on the lap much. Interviewer asked if she felt the child 
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should be held. Yes. she feels the child should be held by 
the mother periodically even though he seems all right. 
David, .powever, has always seemed restless when held --
moving about and squirming until he was put back on the 
floor or wherever he happened to have been. 111He is not a 
cuddly child •. ur 
Interviewer asked if Beverly or her other daughter 
often turned to her for advice as to how to handle various 
things with the children. Yes, Beverly did this often when 
the baby was young -- immediately after her return from the 
hospital~·and the times when the child seemed ill. She 
thought this was due to the newness of the whole situation 
to Beverly and the fact that she had to get used to being a 
mother and used to the baby. Beverly used to call quite 
often wanting to know what to do about the babyt:s crying and 
whether he was ill at various times. On these occasions she 
usually went over to see the baby and saw that he was all 
right. She explained to Beverly that as long as she was 
satisfied that nothing was wrong with the child, it was all 
right to let him cry, and that this did not always mean some-
thing was wrong. She usually checked the baby to see if his 
clothing were too tight and fitting comfortably, saw if he 
had a temperature, and if these were satisfactory, she was 
not too concerned about his crying. These things she told 
Beverly as she always seemed fearful that something would be 
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wxong with the child. 
Mxs. A. talked genexally about how busy she is with 
children and how she has so little time of her own to get 
out and do things that she m~'ght like to do. She had very 
much looked forward to being able to do these things after 
her own children grew up, but now she finds herself just as 
busy as with her own. She hoped Beverly would want to stay 
home and take care of the new baby herself. She will, how-
ever, have David while Beverly is in the hospital for de-
livery. 
She is looking forward to the time when she can go 
out and get a job herself and plans to do this as soon as 
arrangements can be made tor the care of her sister's 
children. She thought that for another year, the sister 
would put them in nursery ·school and she will be able to 
go out and get a job. 
All in all, grandmother feels that her grandchildren 
except for the fact that they are both boys, are much like 
her own children were. They seem to do things in about the 
same way, but sooner now. She thought children now seem 
to move faster and are able to do more things at an earlier 
age than was true when she was bringing up her own children. 
The doctors start them on additional foods right away. She 
believed David, however, is a great deal like his mother was 
about eating. She also was a .,fussy eater"1 and used to at 
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one time thxow up her food also. She liked and would eat 
only certain foods. Her grandmother could get her to eat 
foods which she could not. She could recall many occa-
sions on which the grandmother got Beverly to eat foods 
she would never eat at home. David is much the same way. 
She has noticed he always seems to return to his former 
eating schedule (the one grandmother maintained} when he is 
with her, even though he usually eats at a different time 
when .he is at home with his mother. 
David and his mother came in during the interview. 
Mrs. A. asked David if he were not going to say hello to 
her as he entered. He stopped momentarily, and without 
saying a word looked inside the living room where we were 
and then left to visit other parts of the house. Very short-
ly his mother took him upstairs to join the other children. 
Sometime later he came into the living room and found a toy 
and settled in a corner of the living room with it for a 
few minutes. When his mother called him for lunch, he did 
not move. His mother (Beverly) simply came and picked him 
up after a little while and carried him off. Just as his 
mother was about to pick him up, he bumped his head on the 
corner of the piano and left crying. Interviewer remarked 
that he seemed to have gotten a good bump on his head. · Mrs. 
A. t:s comment was that he probably did not mind· that too 
much, but he did not like being disturbed. 
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Third Visit - 2/17)59· 
Grandmother A. continued to be very organized in 
her responses and in the entire manner in which she parti-
cipated in the interview. She was very formal throughout --
from the way she came downstairs carrying her purse to the 
way she answered the phone and.said 0 I am having an inter-
view" to the sister who had called to check about the 
children. She informed interviewer that the sister always 
calls from work during the day to see how the children are 
getting along. 
In today 1's interview, we talked a good deal about 
the new baby that Beverly is expecting any time now. Beverly 
has been staying at the mother's.home during the day since 
she has no telephone and would have no way of reaching any-
one should she need to go to the hospital immediately. 
Interviewer said she supposed Beverly felt a lot better being 
with her mother at such a time. Interviewer wondered if she 
thought it would be differentwith Beverly with the second 
baby than with David. Grandmother said she thought it would 
take Beverly less time to get used to this baby as she has 
one already. Interviewer asked how she thought David might 
react to the new baby. She thought he might be somewhat 
jealous as most children are when·a new baby arrives, but 
they have been trying to prepare him for the baby by telling 
him that he would have a new sister or broth~r. When they 
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· asked David earlier if he wanted a new sister or brother he 
always said no, but she feels thathe has more or less got-
ten used to the idea that he will have one. Grandmother 
feels that it always helps to let the child know beforehand 
about the new baby and make him feel that it is his baby as 
well. She thinks it helps if the child is allowed to help 
the mother do little things for the baby~ This way he gets 
used to it and has some feeling of the child belonging to 
him as well; therefore; not feeling that the baby has come 
to take his place. Interviewer wondered if she had noticed 
jealousy for a younger child from any of her own children •. 
Yes, she remembered this especially with Beverly. When 
she brought the new baby home from the hospital, Beverly: ·· · 
walked up to th~ baby and slapped it in the face. Inter-
viewer asked if she thought a new baby somehow made more 
difference with the first child than with the others -- did 
she think an older child showed more jealousy toward the 
next child than the following ones. Yes, she did think this 
came out more with the older child because he has been the 
only one for a time, but as the others come along and they 
more or less get used to having other sisters and brothers 
around, it seems to make less difference. 
Grandmother reported t~ey are still having diffi-
culty training David. He cries when he has to sit on the 
potty and will sit there for as long as mother makes him 
stay without having a movement only to do so almost as sqon 
as he leaves. Interviewer·asked what does mother do when 
he has these "accidents"' after leaving the potty. Mother 
usually spanks him, but this does not seem to help. She · 
herself had difficulty training her son. He was very slow 
and was not completely trained until after 19 months of age .• 
Most of the other children had been trained before this age. 
Interviewer said since they had been talking about 
the grandmothers and their grandchildren and the contacts 
they had with each.other, ~nterviewer would like·to know 
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a bit about her own mother and her grandch~ldren. Did grand-
mother spend a lot of time with her children when tpey were 
young. Her oldest child, Beverly, spent a good deal of time· 
with maternal grandmother. Grandmother had her own grand-
mother living with her f'or a long while after her marriage. 
The grandmother died when the oldest child was about eight 
years old, but the great grandmother used to help out con-
. siderably with the children. Interviewer asked if she though~ 
her own mother did things much the same as she did with the 
children. Yes, she did, and this is about the same. as she 
is now doing with her own grandchildren -- her mother (and 
especially grandmother l helped her with her children when 
they were small and passed on to her her adyice about what 
to do about the care of the child during ).llness, ~c. 
Interviewer asked what part did the grandfathers play in 
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all this. Her own children did not know their paternal 
grandfather as he had died before they were born. David's 
grandfather (grandmother's husband) spends some time with 
him when he is there and can always seem to get better co-
operation from David than she can. If he tells David to do 
or not to do something, David usually obeys immediately, 
while with her he might not do the same thing until she 
forces him to (either spanks or forcefully puts him where 
she wants him). Interviewer asked also if she thought the 
fathers helped a great deal in the care of their children. 
She said she thought David's father and her other son-in-law 
did, but that her husband did not do too much in this respect 
He would help her out around the house, prepare dinner for 
her, but he did not seem to know too much about caring for 
children when they were small. He would, however, stay at 
home and keep the children for her if she had to go out. Her 
sons-in-law are much better about this sort of thing. 
David's father can dress him and often helps the mother 
around the house, mopping the floors, and helping ~er with 
other household chores. She thought a lot of this was due 
not so much to the father involved as to the changes that 
have come about in attitudes about fathers helping with the 
care of children and the efforts that are being made to in-
clude fathers in this through the various courses being of-
fered prospective fathers. When her .children came along, 
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it was chiefly tb~ mother's responsibility to take care of 
the children. No'Vll it is a kind of fifty-fifty, shared 
responsibility. She thought both of her sons-in-law were 
good in this respect and very helpful. She thinks, however, 
that mothers seem to get along better with sons-in-law 
than with daughters-in-law. 
Grandmother talked about David's intensive activity 
again and how he never seems to stop until he has completely 
exhausted himself. She gave an example of what often hap-
pens when he is out riding -- which he likes very much --
he will be singing and pointing at the scenery and making 
all kinds of noises, and suddenly in the next moment he is 
fast asleep. She again expressed some bewilderment with 
the iittle success she has had in trying to keep him in line 
He has to be constantly watched when with the other grand-
child who is a little older than he, for fear David will 
strike him or do something to him while playing with him. 
During this interview, David was in the house though 
not in the room where the interview was being held. 
At the close of the interview, interviewer thanked 
Grandmother for having participated in the study and assured 
her that she had made a very valuable contribution. She 
·said she was glad to have been able to do this as she knows 
we are. trying to get some first-hand information about how 
children act at various stages of their development. (This 
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apparently was her understanding of what the on-going re-
search was about)., 
Analysis - Case A. 
Mrs. A., age 42, is the mother of Mrs. Canton 
(Beverly) who is in the ·on-going study. Mrs. A. was not 
caring for the grandchild, David, at the beginning of the 
research period, but had care of him from the age of two 
months to one and one-half years~ He had been returned to 
his mother approximately four months prior to the beginning 
of the interviews with the gr,andmother; therefore, the 
material from grandmother ori him ischiefly in retrospect. 
Mrs. A.'s daughter, Beverly, who is one of the sub-
jects in the on-going study is described in the prenatal 
material collected on her as one of the more mature mothers 
in the study. Since marriage, she has shown ability to 
assume adult responsibility in the ca~e of her child and 
has maintained a fair degree of independence from her mother. 
During part of the time Mrs. A. was caring for David, 
she was also caring for three other children. These were 
children of her sister. During the interview period, her 
other married daughter, her husband, and her son who is 
just a little older than David, lived with ~s. A •. ~fuenever 
Mrs. A. spoke of David in relation to this child, she talked 
about her need to keep a close watch over David for fear he 
would hurt the other child. 
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In all of the interviews Mrs. A., a young-looking 
attractive woman, appeared organized and businesslike both 
in her appearance and ~e$ponse to questions. The household 
appeared to be organized to the extent that the children 
seemed to know that the grandmother would be interviewed 
at a certain time and they were not to disturb her at these 
times. Even though the children were in the home during all 
interviews, not once did she have to ask them to keep away 
from the interviewing room. Interviewer saw David during 
two of the interviews with ~tts. A., but was unable to ob-
serve very much interaction between grandmother and grand-
child because he was usually not in the room where the inter-
view was being held. Interviewer had no opportunity to 
observe him at play o:r to see his play area and the kind 
of play material p:rovided for him. 
It is rather difficult to determine whether Mrs. 
A.'s responses represented her t:rue feelings or whether her 
sometimes very intellectual responses were attempts to im-
press the interviewer. However, the interviewer's impres-
sion is that Mrs. A. is a controlling woman who places a 
great deal of importance on organization and obedience from 
her children. She seems to take pride in knowing certain 
things about child-rearing which she has apparently gotten 
through reading and va:rious other sources. However, she 
seems to follow this with her own children and grandchildren 
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to a rather limited degree. This discrepancy between what 
she profe~ses to know and what she actually does may be in 
part accounted for by a certain lack of freedom which she 
feels in practicing these, as well as her preference for 
following conventional routines •. This ~eems to fit in with 
the kind of rigid and routinized total make-up of Mrs. A. 
While she has an intellectual knowledge of these newer and 
more progressive methods of child-rearing, she feels more 
comfortable with a routine sh,e already knows and has prac• 
ticed. Mrs. A. has not worked regularly outside of the 
home since her marriage, and even though she states that 
she would really like to be able to work, she seems to have 
managed to take on thecare of additional children to allow 
her sister to work. In discussing her daughterts working, 
Mrs. A. feels that Beverly needed to work for a time for 
financial reasons, but stated that she would not encourage 
her to work after the second child is born. On the contrary, 
she felt the mother should not work while her children are 
very young and that her place is in the home with the child-
ren. It came as a surprise to .. the on-going research group 
that Beverly returned to work when the child was two months 
old. 
~~s. A~ had taken over the daytime care of David 
from the time his mother returned to work when he was two 
months old until a few months ago when the mother discontinue< 
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her work because of her second pregnancy. When r~s. A. 
kept .the child regularly, she was responsible for complete 
day care of the child and was left at her own discretion as 
to how to handle the child. This she seems to have done 
more out of a sense of duty and obligation to her daughter 
rather than any special fondness for the child., 
l.llrs. A. seems to be the key figure in the household 
and most family activities seem to be centered around her. 
She has always managed to have other relatives living in 
the home. She seems to expect that people will come to her 
and makes few attempts to reach out to her daughter or other 
relatives. However, she seems willing enough to help should 
anyone come to her. This seems to be clearly illustrated in 
the matter of visiting with Beverly and her other daughter. 
~.!Irs. A. rarely visits her daughter and grandchild-ren in their 
home, but they often visit her and sometimes spend consi-
derable time at her horne. 
During the period when grandmother regularly cared 
for David, he was usually brought to her home in the 
mornings by his father. Often both parents picked him up 
in the afternoons. Mrs. A. felt that David showed no par-
ticular signs of being upset at his father'·s leaving in the 
mornings. However, she did show some awareness of the child' 
wish to be with his parents and his disappointment at their 
leaving,as she pointed_out that he usually did not like them 
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to go out again once they returned for him. She showed 
some understandingof his preference for his parents. This 
preference for his parents was borne out by the interviewer's 
observation of the childtsbehavior with the grandmother in 
the presence of his mother. He completely ignored the grand-
mother when she spoke to him. 
Mrs. A. descr.ibes David as being extremely active 
and difficult to keep up with. Since his activity consisted 
chiefly of constant motion, she attempted to curb his move-
ments by physically restraining him. Here it becomes quite 
clear that Mrs. A. perceives of this constant motion as being 
bad and undesirable. Mxs. A. does not seem to recognize the 
possibility that some 9f this behavior may be normal for a 
child hi.s age and that some of it may be directly related to 
her ha~sh methods of restraint; i.e. spanking him or strap-
ping him in his chair. Activity seems to be associated with 
badness: and disobedience rather than a part of the normal 
experiences of growing up. The .grandmother expressed dis-
satisfaction with the results of her attempts at restraining 
the child and admits t~at she still finds his activity dis-
turbing and difficult to handle. This was brought out in 
all interviews in Mrs. A.'s description of her attempts to 
control him and the poor results obtained. 
Mrs~ A. did not mention any of the child's play acti-
vities and whether he seemed interested in any particular 
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toys. She did indicate that when the weather is warm 
enough, she lets the child play outside with neighborhood 
children so long as he was in a place where she could keep 
an eye on him. It may be that the child's toys were either 
so few or missing altogether and that this constant movement 
wa.s about his only source of pleasure. 
In toilet training, Mrs. A. stated that David had 
not responded to her usual methods of training as well as 
her own children had. Both mother and grandmother have the 
child sit on the potty for long periods of time. He often 
does not respond, but will have an accident after he leaves 
the potty. Mrs. A •. ' pointed out that all of her children with 
the exception of the boy, were trained in much less time 
than it is taking with David. They were usually all trained 
before two years of age. David, like her son, is difficult 
to train, and Mrs. A. feels that boys are different and 
more difficult to handle. She attributes some of her diffi-
culties with boys to her lack of experience with them. 
Grandmother stated that her daughter, who is using the same 
methods, is continuing to have the same kind of difficulties 
in training the child •. One might suspect these restraints 
on his activity, plus forcing him to sit on the potty for 
long periods of time, might lead to special problems in hand-
ling of him and increased negativism on the childts part. 
The other area in which grandmother has had diffi-
culty with the_grandchild is feeding. This at first was 
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the child's refusal to eat certain foods and then later 
his throwing up when forced to eat these foods. This had 
been a problem since infancy. Mrs. A •.. felt that the child 
could throw up at will and that in this way he was showing 
his dislike fo~ the food as well as dislike for being forced 
to do something he did not want to do. This behavior was 
interpreted by grandmother as disobedience or stubbornness. 
She attempted to control this again by spanking the child, 
which again failed to bring about the kind of results the 
grandmother expected. As has often been pointed out in much 
of the literature on children of this age group, the child 
frequently manifests his rebellious and aggressive impulses 
in feeding and toilet training.. These are areas over which 
he maintains control and through which he can act out some 
of his aggressive and hostile feelings toward the ttcontrol-
ling parent";, or as in this case, grandparent. One will 
note that Mrs. A. felt the child could ";throw up at will" 
and punished him on this b~sis~ .This, no doubt, is a sign 
of rebellion in this child who is so controlled by the 
grandmother. The grandmother seems to have correctly inter-
preted his behavior as demonstrated by her reaction it --
punishing the child -- although I am sure she has no aware-
ness of why the child behaves in this way. 
The mother seems to.have struck a compromise with 
the child in feeding~ For one meal, she lets him have 
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a kind of food he prefers. However, this may not be based 
on any real understanding of what the child is attempting to 
communicat~ with his refusal to eat certain foods and may be 
as the grandmother stated, a matter of convenience to the 
mother.. However, this may represent an attempt on the 
mother's part to get away from some of the strictness of 
grandmother. This grandmother shows a good deal of annoyance 
and bewilderment that her usual attempts to control have not 
worked with this child. Interviewer does not believe, how-
ever, that the grandmother was.~being deliberately harsh with 
the child and the attitude in which she .has done this has 
not been one of harshness, but rather an attempt to get the 
child to "be goodn. Nevertheless, one might ~xpect that 
these situations will present sp.ecial problems to the child 
in later life if he remains in such a rigid and controlled 
home environment •. 
IJirs. A. feels she is participating in the care of her 
grandchild in a way quite similar to the way in which her own 
mother {"and grandmother) participated in the care of her own 
children. They gave her active assistance at various times 
and often kept the children for her when needed. This seems 
to be a pattern that has long been present in the A •. ' s family 
and that has continued with this grandmother. 
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MRS. B. 
First Visit - l/15/59 
In the first visit, interviewer was greeted quite 
cordially by Mrs. B. who came racing to the door as soon 
as interviewer knocked. She is. an obese, 42-year old woman, 
who for the past sixteen years has lived in the same run-
down and dilapidated frame house in a congested area of the 
city. Mxs. B.'s own apartment, however, is quite homey 
and cheerfully furnished and presents quite a marked con ... 
trast to the dreary external appearance of the building. 
Mrs. B. has been married for almost 25 years and 
has two children. Her oldest child and only daughter, Mrs. 
Charlotte JRoffo, who is a subject in the ongoing research, 
was 22 years old at time of first contac.t and in the early 
$i::a:s_,e.s:cona second pregnancy. 
Mrs •. B. ·asked interviewer to sit down with her in 
the kitchen, apologizing for the fact that she did not have 
time to change her rather worn housedress.. Annette, her 
chubby and rosy-cheeked 18 months old granddaughter who is 
being followed by the Child Development Unit and for.whom 
Mrs. B. was caring while the childts mother worked, was 
standing in the mmddle of the floor when interviewer arrived 
and seemed quite frightened by the appearance of a stranger. 
Interviewer's attempt to engage her in any conversation or 
interaction appeared to intensify her anxiety and she seemed 
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too fea~ful to move towards her grandmother at whom she 
glanced quite longingly. In response to interviewer's in-
quiry, Mxs. B. denied Annette was afraid of strangers but 
insisted that she went to everybody and loved to be with 
people. 
Mrs. B.'s four year old nephew, Stevie, was also in 
the kitchen during the visit and at first talked quite in-
cessantly. Mrs. B. reported that she had also been caring 
for Stevie and his 5~ year old sister, Debbt~,while their 
mother worked. Children's mother is Mrs. B.~s 32-year old 
sister. Children t:s father had been ill for some time but 
had recovered and gone to California to work. At time of 
visit, family was staying temporarily in B. home until plans 
to join father out West were completed. Two older girls of 
high school age were staying with paternal grandmother and 
were planning to join parents when school was completed. 
Mrs. B. said children were easy to .care for but seemed 
fonder of the boy. She described girl as an incessant 
chatterbox and was happy that she was in school most of the 
day. She also felt boy put girl up to all sorts of mischief 
in which Mrs. B. thought he would not be involved otherwise. 
Early in the visit, .Annette lost her balance and 
struck her head against the pantry door. She started to 
cry quite lustily at which point Mrs. B. picked her up and 
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kissed and patted her gently. Annette stopped crying al-
most immediately.· Mrs .. B. said baby rarely cried except 
when she first woke up from her nap. If she was allowed to 
cry for any length of time before she was picked up, she 
would be fussy and grouchy for some time. However, if she 
was picked up immediately as was usually the case, she would 
be very good-natured for the rest of the afternoon. Mrs. B. 
reported that Annett~ usually had two naps during the day, 
one before lunch and one early in the afternoon. Baby usual! . 
expected to be taken for a walk in her carriage in the after-
noon explaining why Annette pointed several times to her 
snowsuit which was hanging on the pantry door. Mrs. B. 
responded to baby's gestures and sounds by repeating several 
times, n.No bye-bye today. It's too cold out." 
Mrs. B. then put Annette down on the floor and asked 
her to go into the other room and get·some of her toys. How-
ever, Annette continued to eye interviewer cautiously and re-
fused to move. She remained standing in front of ~.rs. B. 
with her back supported by her grandmother's knee. Mrs. B. 
then asked Stevie to go and get some of the baby's toys. He 
brought back a small baby doll, a rubber ball and a fluffy 
kitten which could be wound up. Stevie teased her with the 
ball at first, holding it out to her but withdrawing it when 
she reached for it. He finally handed it to her and they 
bounced it back and forth to one another. Annette laughed 
heartily each time it bounced. She later handed it to her 
grandmother who also bounced it and exchanged it with her 
several times. Baby soon tired of the ball and then exchange 
the small kitten with her grandmother several times9 
Mrs. B. said Annette was an exceptionally good baby 
and commented that if all daughter's children were as good, 
she could have a dozen. Daughter hoped she would have at 
least four, and M.rs. B. laughed as she told interviewer that 
both she and her husband had informed Annette, "You have 
'em. We'll take care of them.n 
Mrs. B. said Annette didn't seem to miss mother at 
all. However, she thought that baby got quite upset when 
father visited occasionally during the day and would later 
leave without her. Mrs. B. gave interviewer the impression 
that father does more forbaby than mother. He usually 
dressed her in the morning before mother got up and also 
prepared the breakfast. He a ls6 does a great deal of house-
work. Mrs. B. said daughter had never washed a floor since 
she was married, and gave interviewer the impression that 
•. 
she felt Charlotte was very.lucky to have such a good hus-
band who waited on her hand and foot. 
Mrs. B. said with· a great deal of feeling that she 
certainly would miss the baby when daughter stops working. 
However, she said she hoped to see her every day anyway 
as daughter lives OE:llY a short distance away. She will 
also miss her sister and children who will also be leaving 
within the next few weeks. A'\; thls'point, Mrs. B. noted 
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that it seemed as though her whole family had scattered 
since her own mother had died two years ago. Interviewer 
did not understand this as family distribution did not 
seem to be any different than it was at time of mother's 
death. Mrs. B. said she had lived in Boston for over 16 
years. One sister had been living in Florida for several 
years, and remaining eight siblings including sister who 
was moving out West still live in New Hampshire where they 
were born and raised. 
At this point, ~~s. B. also told interviewer at 
considerable length about her weekly visits to the eight-
year old daughter of an apparently not too close friend from 
New Hampshire whom she has not seen for many years. Child 
has been hospitalized for several months at Children's 
Medical Center, and Mrs. B. and daughter visit her there 
once a week. Mrs. R. seemed to be relating this to her own 
feelings about separation from her family and the difficul-
ties involved. 
At about this time, Mrs. B.'s niece, Debbie, came 
in from school and began an incessant line of chatter about 
kindergarten events. Mrs. B. listened patiently for a few 
minutes, but then told her gently but· firmly to change her 
clothes and go out and play. Stevie also brought in his 
snowsuit as suggested by Mrs. B. who told him in a booming 
voice to put it on himself when he solicited her help. 
"You know I've told you how to do it yourself," she repeated 
- L__ _____ _ 
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several times with her voice becoming louder and louder 
each time she said it. However, Mrs. B. did finally help 
the boy into it but not before he had become quite entangled 
in it and not without making a few humiliating remarks to 
him. Debbie dressed herself, but Mrs. B. adjusted her hat 
and scarf before she left the house. 
Before she left, Debbie went into the pantry and 
brought out a dish of candy mints. Baby pointed and made 
several sounds indicating she also wanted some. Mrs. B. 
gave hem a few and additional ones as she indicated, but 
always waited until she finished what she had in her mouth. 
At one point, Annette screamed and wanted more, but Mrs. B. 
said she had enough. 
Mrs. B. said Annette was a very good eater. Baby 
usually had her breakfast and supper at home and only had 
her lunch at grandmotherts. Mrs. B. said she eats every-
thing and especially loves milk. She refuses to let anyone 
help her and hasnrt had a bottle at all for several months. 
According to Mrs. B., Annette has often seen other babies 
with bottles but has never seemed in the least bit intereste • 
At this point, Mrs. B. told interviewer something 
which she thought was quite amusing. She said she had been 
busy most of the previous afternoon preparing Italian spa-
ghetti. Annette had appeared unusually interested in the 
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preparations, but Mrs. B. said she did not pay much atten-
tion to this. However, when parents came in the evening. 
to pick her up, she started to cry and nothing seemed able 
to quiether. She finally pointed.to the pots and pans on 
the stove, and when Mrs. B. asked her if she wanted some, 
her tears ceased. Mother took off babyts snowsuit again 
and all the Boffos stayed for the spaghetti supper. Baby 
ate two large plates of spaghetti and was then willing to 
go home with parents. 
All during. interviewer's conversation with Mrs. B., 
baby kept jabbering and pointing to various things in the 
room. l'fl.rs. B. would respond to her by asking successively, 
"You want water? You want milk? You want cough medicine?" 
She would repeat each que·stion several times, beginning 
softly but raising her voice each time until it was quite 
loud and booming. S.he finally asked Annette if she wanted 
a cracker, and latter responded in the affirmative, re-
peating the word "cracker" several times. l\.1rs. B •. gave the 
baby a handful out of which she passed one to each one in 
the room except interviewer. However, she did say to 
grandmother, "lady-cracker", indicating .she wanted Mrs. B. 
to give one to interviewer. Despite Mrs. B. '~s. coaxing, baby 
refused to hand cracker to interviewer herself but seemed 
very pleased when Mrs. B •. herself handed one to interviewer., 
There were several rounds of this game with baby finally 
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handing a small piece of cracker to interviewer who reached 
out for it. However, she refused to leave grandmother to 
do this. 
In regard to training_, Mrs. B. compared Mrs. Boffo 
with the granqchild and said .Annette was somewhat slower 
than N'1Xs. Boffo. Daughter was compl~tely trained at 18 
months. Mrs. B. indicated that she did not think daughter 
was trying hard enough to train child. Mrs. B •. and Mrs. 
Boffo each has a potty chair in the kitchens for Annette 
who is seated on it immediately after each meal. Occasional-
ly, baby will go over and sit there herself, but usually 
this is after an accident has a·lready occurred. · Mrs. B. 
said she handled this by scolding a little or saying, 11 shame, 
shame," but didn ''t feel it was necessary to be very severe 
with her. She felt baby was trying and didntt think it 
would be long before she·was completely trained. Mrs. B. 
didn't appear to be overly concerned about baby's failure to 
achieve complete control at this point. 
Mrs. B. said she is looking forward to birth of new· 
baby. She didn't believe Annette would be at all jealous as 
she doesn 1 t pay any attention to babies brought to the house 
frequently by friends. However, interviewer observed that 
at one point when Mrs. B. was helping Stevie with his snow-
suit, Annette tried to push him out of the way. 
Following a discussion of futu~e visits, Mrs •. B. 
offered interviewer a choice of coffee or tea, apologizing 
for the fact that she had to serve instant coffee. She 
sent son, Ralph, who had just arrived home, to the store 
for "something sweet"· and he returned promptly with several 
varieties of packaged cakes.. Mri •. B. asked Annette in a 
babyish tone if she wanted to have tea too, and pulled a 
step st~ol used as a high chair up to the table. Baby be-
came very animated and immediately went to the door and 
brought back a sash used to tie her into the chair. Without 
any help, Annette consumed quite systematically and enthu-
siastically a large glass of milk at:d two slices of frosted 
cake which Mrs. B. set before her, wiping her hands and her 
dress periodically with a napkin. Mrs. B. seemed extremely 
proud of her ability to do this. 
Interviewer made arrangements for another visit in 
two weeks. Mrs. B. seemed quite agreeable and told inter-
viewer she would be welcome at any time. 
Second Visit - 1/29/59 
When interviewer visited Mrs. B. for the second 
time, she found her busily preparing the evening meal. 
Table had been nicely set and family was waiting for Mr. 
and Mrs. Boffo to pick up Annette and also expected Mrs. 
Bts sister to return home from work shortly. This second 
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. · .. 
interview had been purposely arranged so that interviewer 
could ·observe the family interaction at this particular 
time •. 
Stevie and Debbie were in the kitchen when inter-
viewer arrived and both started simultaneously to tell 
interviewer in a very excited tone about their airplane 
trip to join their father out west during the approaching 
weekend. They then asked Mr.s. B._ several times for some-· 
thing to eat, which she refu.sed in the .same loud, booming 
tone in which she speaks to them quite frequently. She ex-
plained that it was too close to suppertime and said they· 
were fussier eaters. in the evening when their own. mother 
was around. She reported that she had less trouble with 
the noon meal at which time they· always ate whatever was 
put in front of them. When children started to bring out 
several toys and school papers from the other room to show 
interviewer, Mrs. B. became very impatient with them and 
shouted at them to go into the other room and watch televi-
sion. Children obeyed immediately and went off into the 
other room. 
When interviewer arrived in the kitchen, Annette, 
as in the-first visft, was standing in the middle of the 
floor. She started to cry upon seeing interviewer and held. 
out her hands to be picked up by her grandmother. Although 
Mrs. B. picked her up and kissed·and·patted her, baby 
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continued to whimper. She also pointed to table and to re-
frigerator and made several sounds which Mrs. interpreted 
to mean that she wanted something to eat. She gave the 
baby a cracker which satisfied her only momentarily and she 
soon began to cry·again. Grandmother said it was unusual 
for her to cry this way and_ attributed difficulty to fact 
that she had a slight cold and also had not slept very long 
that afternoon. After Annette cried for several minutes and 
continued to point to the refrigerator, Mrs. B .•. asked her 
several times if she wanted some grapes. Baby responded to 
this and tried to rep~at the word a few times. After a few 
minutes, Mrs. B. went somewhat reluctantly to the refrigera-
tor, brought back a few grapes which she washed and handed 
to the baby, one at a time. After she ate three or four, 
Mrs. B. xefused further requests, and in a loud but warm 
tone, repeated to child that there were no more grapes. 
In response to interviewer's inquiry regarding simi-
larities and differences between Annette and her mother in 
regard to behavior and personality t-raits, lVirs. B. said Anneti e 
was just like her mother in many ways. In the first place, 
she thought she looked just like her mother did at her age. 
Mrs. Boffo had also been chubby, liked to eat, and had the 
same kind of complexion and hair as Annette. Baby is also 
very persistentt and tries often to get her own way as did 
Mrs. Boffo at the same age. .Annette also throws tantrums 
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in which she lies on the floor and kicks her feet when 
she does not get her own way. Mrs. B. described very simi-
lar behavior at an early age in her daughter. In response 
to inquiry as to how she handles this behavior, she said 
she gives baby a good wallop on her bottom and stands her 
right back on her feet. She thought daughter handled child 
in same way and felt method was very effective. 
During this discussion, Mrs. Forest, Mrs. B.'s 
sister, arrived home and was greeted with much excitement 
and affection by her two children. Mrs. B. introduced her 
to interviewer and explained that latter had come from 
Massachusetts Memorial to talk to her about Charlotte and 
Annette. ~tts. Forest and her two children then went off 
to one corner of the kitchen where children sat on her lap 
and reviewed the events of the day for her. 
Shortly after Mrs. Forest entered, Mr. and Mrs. 
Boffo arrived. Annett·e stopped her whimpering immediately 
and became very excited. She started to wave her hands 
and reached first towards her father who hugged and kissed 
her several times. Mother also gave her a big hug and 
kiss. She immediately directed father over to her snowsuit 
and hat and started to put the hat on by herself. During 
this time, she repeated "bye bye" over and over again, 
stopping only to catch her breath. She seemed hardly able 
to wait to go home. Mrs. Boffo then took her into the 
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adjoining bedroom while she dressed her and then brought 
her back into the kitchen~ When she put the baby down for 
a moment on the floor after dressing her, baby started to 
scream., 1\llrs. Boffo commented that baby was afraid they 
were going to leave her there. Annette_ wanted· Mrs. Boffo 
to pick her up, but mother refused. She commented that she 
was too heavy for her and asked her husband to carry her. 
~~s •. B. sat quietly on a chair during all of this activity. 
She seemed quite detached from it all and did not become 
involved in any way •-
In order to quiet the baby, Mr.;6offo took off his 
own hat and put it on Annette's head. Baby started to 
laugh quite heartily and handed the hat back to her father. 
This was repeated several times with r~. Boffo eventually 
picking Annette up and giving her a big hug. He commented 
that he does not like to hear Annette cry and rarely dis-
ciplines her in any way. He said he prefers to leave the 
":screaming and hollering" to his wife, implying that this 
was a usual disciplinaryrilethod. 
Shortly after baby was dressed, llllrs. Boffo held 
baby out to be kissed goodbye by the various relatives in 
the room and baby seemed to enjoy this activity. When this 
round of relatives was completed,.· baby directed her father 
to interviewer and spontaneously placed her check near 
interviewer to be kissed. 
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Interviewer found it interesting to observe that 
baby's response to her·seemed to change markedly as soon as 
own parents axrived. She seemed much less fearful of intex-
vi·ew:er and tried ·for the first time to talk to her and to 
approach her in many ways. 
Third Visit - 2/26/59 
When interviewer called for the third time, she was 
greeted very enthusiastically by lArs. B.•s son, Ralph, who 
led her into the kitchen where Mrs. B. was beginning to pre-
pare the vegetables for the evening meal. Since she had not 
received the letter informing her of the visit, she was some-
what surprised but appeared v'ery glad to see interviewer. In 
marked contrast to babyts behavior in previous visits, Annett~, 
Atts. B.'s 18-month old granddaughter, came immediately to-
wards interviewer, showed her sevexal toys and jabbered 
several unintelligible woxds. Both Ralph and Mrs. B. asked 
interviewex to sit down and join them for coffee and a 
snack which Ralph wa·s in the process of preparing. After 
quite a bit of intexaction, baby went off to a far coxnex 
of the kitchen where she seemed to play nicely by herself 
with several dolls, containers and miscellaneous objects. 
Periodically she would stop hex activities and xun over to 
intexviewer or grandmother, jabber a few woxds and try to 
play peek-a-boo. Occasionally, she asked for something 
'· 
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interpreted as water which Mrs. B. would get for her. A 
few times, Mrs. B. picked her up and hugged and kissed her 
affectionately. 
In response to interviewer"s question, Mrs. B. said 
her sister and the children had left for California last 
week and she missed them all a great deal. She certainly 
hated to see them go and the house was very lonesome with-
out them. Debbie had been very disappointed when Mrs. B. 
did not get on the plane with them as she had been telling 
them she might decide to go along. Annette also seemed to 
miss them, and Mrs. B. demonstrated how baby roams around 
the house looking for the children whenever their names are 
mentioned. After she,had searched for them, Annette re-
turned to the kitchen and said "~Stevie all gone," making 
appropriate movements with her hands and arms. Mrs. B. 
showed interviewer pictures of the family taken the evening 
prior to familyts departure by Ralph who is a camera en-
thusiast. She also read to interviewer excerpts from 
letter received from Mrs. Forest which described the plane 
trip, childrents reaction to seeing their father, and 
various aspects of life in California. She described quite 
humorously the childrents confusion in being reminded not 
to wear their jackets outdoors since they were constantly 
reminded to·do just the opposite here because of the cold 
weather. Children were extremely disappointed that father 
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She, Mr •. B. and Ralph went out to dinner and to the Ice 
Capades last week and spent over $10.00. Occasionally, 
family can eat without charge at the hotel where Mr. B. is 
employed, but this is not possible when they are accompanied 
by friends. Family was looking forward to their Easter 
dinner there, and Mr.: B •. was already excited because it will 
be the first year that Annette would be able to join them. 
At about this time, Mrs. B. gave Annette a little 
milk for which she had asked and commented that child is a 
wonderful eater and especially loyes milk. She hasn't yet 
discovered anything that baby didn't like. Charlotte, too, 
was an excellent eater as a child but seems to be growing 
fussier in her "1old ·age". She rarely will try anything new 
or different except for special Italian dishes which Mr. 
Boffo asks for occasionally. When this happens, maternal 
grandfather comes over t? t~ac)1 her how to make it. Mrs •. 
B •. said she encouraged ili;a.:rlbtt~to cook at a very early age 
and she had always seemed to enjoy doing _it. Mr. B. and 
Ralph are also both capable cooks and, if necessary, can 
prepare a very adequate meal. Both children learned to 
help with various household tasks when quite young, and 
Ralph is still very helpful around the house. He makes beds 
helps with the cleaning, and does many of the errands. Mrs. 
Boffo also enjoys housework and cooking, but according to 
her mother, has always had an aversion to dishwashing. When 
small, she always preferred to scrub floors to doing a 
single dish. Repeating what she had noted in a previous 
visit, MXs. B. said proudly that Mr. Boffo is very helpful 
with the housework and does all of the heavy work for her 
daughter. 
At about this time, Ralph suspected that Annette 
had had a bowel accident and asked her in a mildly disap-
proving tone what she had done. B?bY seemed to understand 
that she had done something which was looked upon with dis-
favor and mumbled several sounds translated by Mrs. B. to 
mean that she had soiled herself. As Annette went over to 
sit on potty chair, Mrs. B. repeated, "Too late, too late. 
Shame on you. Bad Girl. Don •·t you know you" re not supposed 
to do that!"' She then added, "1It's my fault. I forgot to 
sit you there after lunch.": She then kissed the baby and 
took her into the other room to change her. 
In discussing toilet training when she returned to 
the kitchen, Mrs. B. said own daughter had been completely 
trained earlier at about 14 months and had been much easier 
to train. However, she did not seem overconcerned about 
Annette's somewhat later development in this area and felt 
it wouldntt be very long before she, too, would have achievec 
complete control. 
Mrs. B. also noted that daughter had been weaned 
from the bottle much earlier than granddaughter. Charlotte 
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was already drinking from a cup at eight months of age. 
Annette was over a year old before this was accomplished. 
However, both.achieved this in the same way. Both Mrs. B. 
and daughter, in weaning their children, decided quite arbi-
trarily one day to stop using a bottle. Mrs. B. claimed 
that this abrupt discontinuance of the bottle created no . 
difficulties of any kind and children never indicated in 
any way that they missed this source of gratification. 
Mrs. B. commented again that both Charlotte and 
Annette were very good babies and no trouble at all. She 
said Annette was getting a little fresh at this point and 
was beginning to get into things. She.pulls things apart, 
off the table, and is especially interested in the pantry 
where she takes everything down. Mrs. B. keeps the pantry 
door closed but occasionally baby manages to pry the door 
open. She occasionally has to spank her bottom for doing 
this, but for the most part, Mrs. B. said her firm admoni-
tion not to touch is sufficient. She feels baby can tell 
from her tone that she is not supposed to be doing these 
things •. 
Mrs. B •. , at this point, also described several cute 
things which Annette is doing at this stage. She calls her 
father "Joe"' and seems to know this is not right as she 
often laughs when she does it. Father thinks it is funny, 
but tries to ignore her as he thinks it is a bad habit to 
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encourage. Baby catches on when he ignores her and usually 
realizes she has to call him.Daddy if she wants him to 
respond to her. Mrs. B. also mentioned that they have been 
buying various baby books to read to her and reported with 
a great deal of pride that Annette recognizes and memorizes 
most of the words. 
In response to inquiry regarding po~siple reaction 
of Annette to a new baby, Mrs. B. again stated as previously 
that child was not likely to be jealous. She did say that 
own daughter had been extremely jealous and hostileto 
younger brother, Ralph, and often tried to hurt him. She 
often verbalized that she wished parents would give him 
away. Father used to tell her that baby was there to stay 
and that she had better make the best of it. Charlotte was 
frequently spanked by Mr. B. for hurting brother in various 
ways. Mrs. B. attribured Charlotte t· s behavior iD fact that 
she was much more spoiled than Annette, was much older at 
time of sibling'' s biJ:~th, and had not been as used to having 
other children around. She could not seem to elaborate on 
ways in which she felt own.daughter was more overindulged 
than granddaughter •. 
Mrs. B. said she knows Armette will miss seeing her 
when new baby is born, but said she. would probably see her 
every day anyway. She then described Annette's excitement 
last week in seeing grandmother after several dayst· absence 
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while Mrs. B •. was ill with a virus. Annette will be with 
grandmother during mothertrs confinement and grandmother 
will go over to help daughter when she returns from the 
hospital as she did when Annette was born •. 
· At about this time, Ralph set the table and served 
coffee: and a variety of cake and cookies.. Baby, as in 
previous visit, pulled step stool over to the table and in-
dicated she, too, wished something to eat. However, in 
contrast to her orderly behavior in last visit, she drank 
a little milk and poured some of the remainder of it onto 
the plate over her cake. She slopped around in it for a few 
minutes distributing a considerable amount on the table, 
floor and on her dress.. Mrs. B. didn't seem too disturbed 
about this, but got up and wiped what she had spilled with 
a damp cloth. However, she did restrain her from spilling 
more milk into the dish and refused to give her any more 
food to play with. Baby held out her hands to be wiped and 
then finished eating the soup-like mixture on her plate. 
At about this point, interviewer asked a little about 
Mrs. B. ';s family background. Mrs. B. is the fifth oldest of 
thirteen children, eleven of whom are still living. Two 
older brothers died of influenza shortly before she was 
born. Both mother and father had come from Canada with 
. 
their French-Canadian parents to settle in a small New 
Hampshire town in very early childhood. Father was employed 
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was extremely orderly and well organized. All children 
of necessity were trained early to assume household and 
child caring responsibilities. She felt parents were ex-
tremely fair in assigning chores. but were also very strict 
in seeing to it that these were carried out. If mother had 
any trouble with children during the day, she would report 
it to the father upon his return home. As a disciplinary 
measure, children were required to go to bed immediately 
after supper which was considered to be a fate worse than 
death. Supper was served like clockwork at five o~'clock, 
and whole family ate at the same time. Under ordinary cir-
cumstances, children were allowed to stay up for about an 
hour and then were expected to go to bed without any ques-
tion. Father felt that mother had enough commotion during 
the day and was entitled to peace and quiet in the evening. 
Mrs. B. said children today have too many privileges 
She doesn't ever remember being allowed to go out of the 
house after supper and went to bed at seven o ''clock until 
she was old enough to go to work. She feels parents today 
are much too permissive in this area of training. Neither 
Annette nor her own daughter presented ahy bedtime problems 
or sleeping difficulties. When nightie night is mentioned 
to the baby, she immediately goes to get her own pajamas 
and never objects to being put to bed. She usually does not 
go to sleep immediately but talks to herself for a while 
before dozing off. 
Mrs. B. said that she and her sisters all turned to 
their mother for help frequently, and it appears that mother 
was readily available to them. Mother's house was the 
center of a great deal of family activity. Mrs. B. remarked 
that although mother gave birth to eight more children after 
she was born, she does not recall having any awareness of 
mother's pregnancies. She did recall, however, that when 
a particular bed was brought down from the second to the 
first floor, children knew that the birth of another was 
imminent. Mrs. B •. also remembers that same pubJic health 
nurse who attended all of siblings' births often praised 
her mother's preparations for her confinements and recalled 
that mother always had a large chest of drawers stocked and 
ready with all necessary items. Mrs. B. said mother also 
assisted later at births of several grandchildren which 
took place in the home. She described one incident in 
which mother remained at daughter's bedside during 15 
hours of labor and seemed to feel every pain with her 
daughter.. Nurse who was present finally insisted that 
mother return home since she felt daughter would not give 
birth while mother was present. As anticipated, baby was 
born shortly after mother's departure. 
When interviewer mentioned the necessity of leaving, 
Mrs. B. seemed quite disappointed that she could not stay 
longer., She seemed to enjoy talking and was anxious to 
continue. She insisted that interviewer see collection 
of family photographs in the living room and described in 
detail the circumstances under which they had been taken. 
There were several pictures of her daughter's grammar school 
and high school graduations as well as a variety of wedding 
pictures. Annette went from one to another and pointed out 
"mommy" in each. Mrs. B., was extremely eager for interviewe 
to see her mother, father, sisters and brothers in daughter" 
wedding group. She also pointed out fact that tmis was one 
of the few times that M:r. B •. could not refuse to have his 
picture taken and had had picture of Mr. and Mrs. B. 11croppec " 
from the group and enlarged in another photo. She commented 
that she was sorry she had not had a separate picture of the 
four of them taken. 
In showing the wedding photographs, Mrs. B. related 
in great length how she had persuaded her mother to visit 
her in Boston a few months before Charlotte•s wedding and 
of how mother had remained with her much longer than she 
had expected. She described her mother,. s excitement over 
wedding plans and activities and told of various gifts she 
had bought for Charlotte such as pillows, bedding and other 
basic household items. She told of mother 1 s request for a 
teal blue dress which she never wore after the wedding. 
Motherts trip to Boston was described in connection with 
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description of mother's lengthy illness during which various 
family members took turns in looking after her and staying 
with her. Mrs. B. used to travel at least once a week to 
visit mother and spent all school vacations there. How-
evert mother had always been reluctant to travel and had 
with difficulty been persuaded to make the trip to Boston. 
Mrs •. B. quite tearfully described mothert s unexpected death 
while she and Ralph were on their way up to New Hampshire 
to spend a few weeks in motherts home. 
While identifying pic~:tu:t'es of Mr. B-." s sister, niece 
and nephew, Mrs. B. related a very involved story about thes 
people and the interrelationships between them and the.B. 
family. Mrs. B •. expressed a great deal of hostility towards 
her sister-in-law and her present husband whom she married 
about four years ago. Mrs. B. seemed to feel that sister ... 
in-law who lost her first husband many years ago when her 
youngest child was 18 months old, had made a big mistake in 
marrying her present spouse. The B. family had been close 
to her and to her children until she started to keep company 
with this man. Now they no longer feel comfortable in her 
home. Mrs. B. said she could not put her finger on the 
reason, but indicated that he was abusive to his wife and 
very hostile to her children. Children were forced to leave 
the home after this marriagec~,·: and Mrs. B •. said mother had 
rejected them completely. Mrs. B. said she could not 
understand how a mother could treat such devoted children 
in this way and has written to sister-in-law several times 
to tell her just how she feels. Niece who lived with Mrs. 
B. for almost five years following mother.' s relationship 
with stepfather is now married and living in California. 
Mrs. B. told also in great detail of her discovery of girl's 
retarded sexual development and of her efforts to obtain 
medical treatment to remedy the condition. Niece has been 
told that she will probably never have any children and con-
fided to Mrs. B. that she would never have married if she 
had known this. Mrs. B. also described niece's hysterical 
pregnancy during which she gained a tremendous amount of 
weight and developed many symptoms of pregnancy. 
Mrs. B. also described in considerable detail her 
nephew's ambitions and efforts to enter the priesthood which 
are about to be fulfilled after many disappointments. She 
again criticized his mother for her objections to her son's 
attempts to first join the Service and later to become a 
priest. She told of her active involvement in this area 
of friction and of her attempts to encourage her nephew's 
aspirations. Mrs. B. showed a great deal of feeling about 
this situation, but interviewer did not understand what 
meaning it had for her. 
Mrs. B. lastly showed interviewer photo of her 
youngest sister, now in Florida, whom she misses a great 
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deal. Sister used to confide in Mrs. B. and even now tele-
phones her about once a week. Mrs. B. again commented on 
effect of mother's death on family unity, and although she 
still sees her family, said life no longer seems the same. 
Analysis - Case B. 
Mrs. B •. is the mother of Mrs. Charlotte Boffo, a 
subject of the larger research, who has been rated at the 
lower end of the maturity scale by the Child Development 
team. Mrs. Boffo returned to work six months after Annette, 
her first child, was born. Child, who is also being fol-
lowed by the larger research, is left in grandmother's 
home each morning. on mother's way to work and is picked up 
by both parents on mothert.s way home. Although this has 
not been verqalized, earlier research records indicate that 
father has not had very regular employment for the past 
several months and mother has apparently been forced into 
the role of breadwinner. 
Mrs. B. is an extremely obese and talkative 42-year 
old woman.. She has a rather blank and kewpy doll expres- · 
sion on her face and gives a general impression of a life-
less and drab individual. In all visits, she was dressed 
in a neatly ironed but well worn and faded housedress which 
enhanced the impression of drabness. Although her voice is 
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is rather loud and harsh, it does convey a quality of warmth 
and friendliness. 
Residing in the B. household during the study period 
were Mrs. B., her ·husband and a 15-year old son. rwtrs. B. "s 
married daughter has her own apartment a short distance away 
and there is a great deal of mutual visiting. 
Mrs. B.. appears to be a somewhat controlling and 
overwhelming person who is able to give and reach out only 
to people whom she is able to manipulate because of their 
submissiveness and dependence. Interviewer is under the 
impression that she is rather intolerant of fear, hostility 
and aggression in her children and either denies the existenc 
of these emotions or insists on their repression. Mrs. B. 
also appears to be quite rivalrous with other women for the 
affection of their children, and this is probably true also 
of the relationship with her own daughter •. 
Mrs. B.. is the third oldest of eleven living children 
who were very close to one another during their mother's 
lifetime. ·Even after marriage, much of family's social acti-
vity centered around the parental home. Because of the size 
of the family, children were all expected to assume a great 
deal of responsibility at an early age especially.in regard 
to care of younger siblings. 
Mrs. B. seems to feel that family unity began to 
disintegrate with death of her mother about two years ago. 
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Although she describes her family's later dispersion in 
geographical terms, it seems to have been emotional rather 
than physical distance which has increased since that time4 
Only one family member has had any change in residence since 
mother died. 
Interviewer had very little difficulty in making the 
contact with Mrs. B. who was hospitable, friendly and quite 
talkative in all interviews. However, despite her familiarit 
with her daughter's active and intensive participation in the 
ongoing research and the fact that she has on many occasions 
accompanied her daughter to the hospital, Mrs. B. shows a 
marked lack of comprehension of and interest in the relevancy 
of interviewer's visits to the larger objectives of the Child 
Development Unit which is never specifically mentioned or 
even alluded to. Conversation centers largely around her-
self and she seems to see the visits as friendly, social 
calls which gratify her own personal needs for attention. 
During the interviews, she does discuss at some length her 
relationships with other family members and her feelings 
about a variety of situations which do shed some light on 
the way in which she relates to people in general. 
Mrs. B. has for the greater part of her life estab-
lished a pattern of surrounding herself with young children. 
She reports that because of the size of her family, she and 
her siblings were all expected to assume a great deal of 
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responsibility especially in regard to the care of younger 
children., During period of ~ontact, Mrs. B. was caring for 
a niece and nephew during their mother'·s working hours, and 
according to earlier research material, she has, since the 
beginning of her married life, almost continuously either 
boarded or provided day care for a number of children of 
both relatives and non-relatives. 
Mrs. B. also seems to find it difficult to relinquish 
these children to the supervision of their own parents when 
necessary and indicates that ·she prefers to have the parental 
figures out of the home. She speaks of her own sister in a 
somewhat critical tone and implies that the latter's presence 
creates difficulties in her children's behavior that do not 
exist when Mrs. B. has sole responsibility for their care. 
This possessiveness is further manifested in the statement 
made to her daughter, "You have them. Wetll take care of 
them." Here, Mrs. B. sees her grandchildren as extensions 
of her own immediate family rather than members of a distinct 
and separate family unit. She sees her daughter's child 
bearing function as a means of providing her, the grand-
mother, with a succession of offspring which she can raise 
as her own and does not help or encourag.e her daughter to 
assume this maternal responsibility herself. 
Mrs. B. throughout places a great deal of emphasis 
on the good, obedient child and notes that her daughter can 
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have a dozen if all are as good as her first child. Moreover 
the importance of goodness and obedience is easily and quick!· 
conveyed to the children in her care who immediately comply 
with her requests as did her niece and nephew when asked to 
leave the room. Even the baby seems to understand what grand 
mother wants and somehow just doesn't disobey because of 
some expression or tone of firmness by which this attitude is 
transmitted to her. 
Mrs. B •. also seems to lack understanding of certain 
types of negative behavior and describes as "fresh~ several 
activities which are appropriate for the baby's particular 
age level. She says she deals with tantrums by "walloping 
her bottom" before any attempt is made to determine the 
source of the babyls difficulties, and says that she has in 
the past handled her own daughter~s intensive jealousy of 
her younger brother in a similarly unsympathetic and repres-
sive way. Her daughter was told that brother was there to 
stay and to make the best of it without any sensitivity to 
her feelings in this difficult situation. 
Also in relation to grandchild, normal exploration 
and touching of objects is inhibited to a marked extent. 
Mrs. B. reports that baby knows she is not supposed to go 
into the pantry and has to be admonished occasionally to 
keep out of that room. Mrs. B. shows no understanding of 
this normal curiosity and gives no consideration to the 
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provision of safe conditions or outlets by which these drives 
can be expressed. 
In describing her own child-rearing practices, Mrs. 
B. does not appear to be overly strict or permissive, and 
early child training practices as reported do not reflect 
any need to control her children or keep them overly depend-
ent. She seems somewhat indulgent with her 18-months old 
granddaughter whom she holds, hugs and kisses frequently 
and to whose demands she often responds by providing imme-
diate gratification. 
However, interviewer is under the impression that 
she is probably less tolerant and patient with older children 
whose range of activities and capacity to express negative 
behavior is greater. This is indicated in a small way in 
her annoyance with her nephew's inability to put on his own 
snowsuit and her refusal to help·him with it. Her expressed 
attitude' that parents today are too permissive and allow 
children too many privileges is also indicative of possible 
difficulty in Mrs. B.'s relationships-with children at a 
later developmental stage, particularly during adolescence •. 
Earlier research material also indicates that her repressive 
tendencies are directed in a greater degree towards expres-
sion of sexual drives and are less evident in her early child 
training methods which show little rigidity or compulsiveness 
Emphasis on food is especially prominent in this 
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family and seems to be of an important source of gratifica-
tion. When the baby points to objects, Mrs. B. assumes she 
wants something to eat and responds by asking her if she 
would like milk, water or cough syrup. In the second inter~ 
view, food also is offered to the child to comfort her and 
keep her happy and satisfied. This interest in food is 
further manifested in Mrs. B •. 's extreme obesity and in her 
daughter's and granddaughter's tendencies in this direction. 
In her discussion of other relationships including 
that with her own mother, 1Ars. B. indicates that she has had 
difficulty in the past in adjusting to losses in her life. 
This probably :· .contiJributes to her inability to tolerate 
and encourage her own daughterts separation and independence. 
Mrs. B. speaks at considerable length and with a great deal 
of feeling about the breakup of her own family and gives the 
impression of having strong fears of being left alone.. She 
plans to visit her daughter daily when the latter stops 
working because of her advancing pregnancy, and will probably 
continue to foster her daughter'.s dependency in many ways .. 
Mrs. B.'s emphasis on conformity and goodness and 
her inability to help her daughter deal with her aggressive 
impulses in more ~atisfying ways has resulted in a seemingly 
hostile dependent relationship between mother and daughter. 
Earlier research material describes daughter as an extremely 
submissive and compliant individual who behaves in many ways 
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like a helpless child unable to function without parental 
approval. In this previously gathered data, she expresses 
no hostility towards her parents for what would seem like 
unreasonable restrictions of age approptiate activities 
during her high school years. 
From the tone in which Mrs. B •. speaks,. interviewer is . 
under the impression that her daughterts _closeness and de .. 
pendence are seen by Mrs., B. in a very positive light and 
not as a· destructive force· which might possibly prevent her 
from achieving more maturity and fulfillment. This mutual 
dependence of mother and daughter is probably intensified 
by the restriction and barrenness of its existence and its 
limited social goals and satisfactions. There is no mention 
in any·of the interviews of any of daughter 1 s special hobbies 
interests or accomplishments and no evidence of any maternal 
ambitions for daughter to a·chieve a somewhat better life, 
socially or economically. 
Mrs. B. reports that her daughterts methods of child 
training have not been significantly different from her own, 
and her. attitudes towards them, for the most part~ are ex-
pressed in positive terms. She demonstrates no concern over 
the fact that her .daughter has assumed a wage earning role 
or over her son-in-law's inadequacies in this area. On the 
other hand~ she seems outwardly quite impressed with his 
assumption of various household tasks of which he relieves 
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his wife. It seems quite desirable to her that daughter has 
a husband who takes care of her in this way instead of en-
couraging her to assume a different, more feminine role in 
the marital relationship.. Hm11ever 1 it is possible that this 
outward glorification of her son-in-law may cover up strong 
inner feelings of hostility towards him because of his in-
adequacies which she is unable to reveal or else may conceal 
a strong need to devalue.him as a male figure. 
Mrs •. B •. says very little about her own husband during 
the interviews. For this reason, interviewer feel Mr. B. 
may be a passive, shadowy figure who has been much less ac-
tively involved in domestic duties and who has not been able 
to satisfy his wifets emotional needs. 
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MRS. C. 
First Visit - 1/24/59 
Interviewer.arrived a few minutes early on her first 
visit. Mrs. c. was having dinner and asked interviewer to 
be seated in the living-room. While waiting, interviewer 
met Mrs. C.'s youngest daughters, Sylvania and Carol, who 
entertained her until their mother was ready. 
Interviewer~ who saw only the living-room, could ob-
serve that Mrs. c. took great care of her apartment. This 
room was well furnished in.simple taste, and immaculate in 
appearance. 
When interviewer met Mrs •. c., she was impressed with 
such a young-looking forty-seven year old Negro woman. On 
first meeting Mrs. c. is quiet but relaxed in manner. Inter-
viewer asked whether thepurpose of this study had been ex-
plained to Mrs. c. Mrs. c. thought it would be a survey, 
and interviewer explained that it would be a continuation of 
the study her daughter, Corliss, was in. Interviewer said 
that the Child Development Unit is now interested in working 
with some of the grandmothers, and that she would visit Mrs. 
C. a few times. Mrs. c. understood and commented that some• 
one from the Child Development Unit had spoken to her at 
length about the study before Jody's birth. Intervi~w com-
mented that she met Corliss at the Massachusetts ·Memorial 
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Christmas party. Interviewer said she expected to meet Mrs. 
c. there also. Interviewer thought Corliss resembled Mrs. 
c. and said she is certainly a young grandmother. Mrs. c. 
spoke enthusiastically at this point, and explained that she 
worked in a factory during the week and could not attend the 
Christmas party. She has worked throughout her marriage ex-
cept during her pregnancies. She stated that it would kill 
her to stay at home. 
The C.'s have four children: Jackie, 29; Corliss, 
25; Sylvania, 21; and Carol, 11. All of the children except 
Corliss are living with them. Jackie is separated from his 
wife who lives in Norwalk with their children. Interviewer 
asked how often Mrs. C. did see Corliss, and where did she 
live. ~~c~. explained that Corliss visits her a few minutes 
on Saturdays when she nruns inn with Jody to say nhellon. 
Mrs. C.'s sister-in-law, Aunt Mae, who lives in the c. home, 
takes care of Jody during Corliss' working hours. Mrs. c. 
does not get home fromwork until 6.30 each evening, and by 
this time Corliss leaves. In the evenings, Mrs. c. must 
prepare meals, and then has an active social life with church 
groups and choir rehearsals. Although Corliss and her family 
live only a few streets away, they never seem to get together 
Mrs. c. continued to say that she had been most fortunate to 
have Aunt Mae. ni had the children and Mae brought them up." 
Mrs. C. found it boring to stay at ho~e and had to work in 
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in order to be content. 
Interviewer asked where Corliss was working and how 
long had she been there. Corliss returned to the D. Hospital 
several months ago. She trained as a medical technician, 
and worked at this hospital following graduation. Interviewe 
wondered how Mrs •. c. felt about Corliss 1 working.. She replie~ 
that it is not the work she disapproved of, but felt Corliss 
should have another baby. Mrs. c. feels that Jody is becom-
ing spoiled as well as lonely. Mrs. c. knows that her son-
in-law would like to have a boy, but Corliss doesn't want 
to get pregnant for a few more years. Interviewer wondered 
whether she had a difficult pregnancy and could.this account 
for her delay. Corliss did have a long labor. Mrs. c. com-
mented that Corliss had always wanted a large family, but 
seems to have changed-her mind. 
Interviewer wondered if Mrs. C. felt she was partial 
to any of the grandchildren. Since she rarely sees the two 
children in Norwalk,. she does not feel that she knows them. 
Jody is now three, and Mrs. c. only sees her for a few minute 
on Saturday~ She said she is very impatient with children. 
ttl love them when they are babies. When they become a little 
bigger, I will fool with them for a few minut·es and then ig-
nore them. 11 Mrs. c. feels that Jody prefers her Aunt Mae to 
her grandmother. Jody told her mother: tti don't like Granny 
Granny is a tease.n Mrs. c. thinks that with her own 
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children she was also impatient. Her children and their 
friends would prefer to discuss their problems with their 
Aunt. They always felt that Mrs. c. did not want to bother 
with them. She said she is a moody person and at time she 
does not want to talk to anyone. She said she also finds it 
difficult to communicate with new people. Interviewer told 
Mrs. c. that she found this hard to believe for she did not 
seem to have any difficulty in speaking this evening. 
Interviewer wondered whether both Mrs. c. and her 
husband were from large families. Mrs. c. is from a family 
of six children and is the oldest d~ughter. She was the 
"petu of the family for many years ·until the youngest childre 
came along. Interviewer commented that she must have had ,to 
assume responsibility in caring for the younger children. 
Mrs. c. replied that she had always been fortunate and never 
had t.o take care of children. Her husband is from a family 
of fifteen children and loves large families. He hoped that 
the c.'s would have more, but Mrs. C. refused. 
Mr. C. is-forty-nine. He has two positions; so they 
spend little time together. He is working as a janitor, and 
as a spray painter in his spare time. Interviewer remarked 
that he was ambitious. Mrs. C. said that he has to be in 
order to meet the installments on his new car. In reply to 
interviewer's question concerning Mr. C.'s participation in 
child rearing, Mrs. C. replied that when the children were 
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young, he helped her with the /'lOuse-cleaning and in taking 
care of the children. As the :hildren grew older, he decided 
they could take care of themse~ves and could help their 
mother with the housework. Mr;. C. said she does not insist 
that he do anything at home bee ause he works so hard. · Inter-
viewer wondered whether Corlis ' husband helped her as much 
as Mr. C. had in the C. househcld. Mrs. c. did think he did 
a lot for Corliss. He does sor:e of the housework •. He also 
irons all of the baby's dresse~ which is something Corliss 
does not like doing. As for hcusekeeping, Corliss is very 
neat much to the surprise of MXs. c. who had to scold her 
constantly at home. 
Interviewer asked Yxs. ~. about her chureh group 
meetings and the sect she belon~ed to. She replied that her 
family is Methodist, and believjes that Corliss' husband was 
too. She described their home rtedding and how beautiful it 
was. She did mind all the work involved, but everything went 
off so smoothly that it had heel worth it. Interviewer could 
understand that it would involv~ work, and Wxs. c. describes 
the interior decorating they ha< done and the new furnishings 
they had installed. She said t}ey had lived in this apart-
ment for 22 years and had redeccrated it from time to time. 
Interviewer remarked they did a lovely job and admired her 
selection of papers. 
Interviewer wondered if Mrs. c. had more in common 
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with Corliss than with other members of the family. No, she 
did not think so. She thought they might have at the time 
the wedding preparations were under way for they had to plan 
together. She went on to describe how Corliss met her 
husband while he was still in the service. It was a fast 
courtship, and within a year they were married. He is ori-
ginally from California. They planned to move out there at 
first, but the C.'s objected strongly. Mr. c. particularly 
did not want the children to move so far away because the 
parents would never be able to visit them. Mrs. C. mentioned 
that following Jody's birth, they flewto California. They 
had a wonderful time but spent over five hundred dollars. 
Mrs. c. told Corliss this was a waste for they should have 
waited until Jody was older and could appreciate the trip~ 
Interviewer said-she supposed they were so proud of the baby 
that they just could not wait to show her to Corliss' in-
laws. 
Mrs. c. apologized for being late this evening, ex-
plaining she had visited Aunt Mae who is in the hospital. 
Interviewer said she was sorry to hear that and was it any-
thing serious. No, she would only be in for the week. 
Aunt Mae had been having trouble with her throat and the doc-
tors thought they could help her by a special medication. 
Interviewer hoped she would improve under their care. Inter-
viewer asked how long Mae had been with them.. She has been 
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there almost since the t-ime of their marriage. She is 
Mr. :c •. !s sister. When she was young, she had infantile 
paralysis. However, this has never phased. Although she 
is cripped, she manages to get around well. Mxs. c. finds 
her an invaluable asset in the house as she does so much for 
her. Mae lived in the South. Whenthe oldest children were 
very young, they were sent down south too and Mae cared for 
them there. She had always loved children. · Interviewer said 
she has more or less adopted the C. 11 s then. Mrs. c. agreed 
that she definitely had. 
Interviewer had been at the c.ts for an hour and 
thought that she had better plan another visit. Since Mrs. 
C. is usually busy every evening, arrangements were made for 
Saturday, February 7th, at 3~00 P.M., Interviewer thanked 
M~rs. c. for her time and said she had enjoyed speaking with 
her. Mrs. c. said she was glad to have had the interview 
and pleased if she cou1d be of any help-. Interviewer assured 
her that she was and left. 
Second Visit - 2/7/59 
On this second visit, Carol answered the door for 
interviewer and left. Mrs. c. entered the living-room a few 
minutes later;: following her greeting, she complained about 
the work planned for this evening. She expected Corliss and 
Xavier to bring Jody over before they went to the movies. 
Mrs. C. hoped they would not come too early as she had several 
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things to do. She dreaded having Jody this evening because 
as usual the house would be in an uproar. Jody and Carol 
fight constantly together, never get along, a~d by the end 
of the evening Mrs. c. is exhausted refereeing them, Inter-
viewer asked where Jody slept when she came. She sleeps in 
Aunt Mae's room. However, she insists on watching television 
for hours and never goes to bed early. Mrs. c. again ex-
plained that Jody has always been taken care of by Mae in mo-
ther's absence except during this past hospitalization. At 
this time a neighbor volunteered to take care of her. 
Interviewer asked if Jody's behavior had improved 
since the first interview. Mrs. c., who has not seen her 
grandchild recently, was told by Aunt Mae that Jody now re-
fuses to go home at the end of the day. Interviewer asked 
how parents handled this situation. Mrs. c. said that her 
son-in-law, Xavier, will ~pank the child and is actually 
much firmer with her than Corliss. Corliss is inconsistent 
in punishing Jody and spanks her at the wrong times. By this 
Mrs. c. means that Corliss will punish when she herself is 
in a bad mood or impatient, rather than spanking Jody when 
she needs it most. Mrs. C., is also told by Aunt Mae that 
she is a jealous child' and resents any attention her aunt 
gives to other children. She will go to her aunt and kiss 
her constantly in her cousin Bobby's presence. Mrs. c. also 
explains that she will fight with all children she has con-
tact with and will pinch, kick or slap them. She has also 
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been having tantrums. On occasion when Jody doesn't want to 
go home or is tired, she will kick.the floor and scream. 
Interviewer wondered how Mrs .. c. disciplined her 
children, and asked if any of them presented simila~ behavior 
problems. l\1rs. c. recalls spanking all of her children. If 
she were to take care of Jody, ·she would punish her more fre-
quently. Her own children differed,iri their behavior .. Corli s 
seems to have been the most sensitive, .and when punished by 
Mrs. c., would cry for hours. ·Her son, Jackie, was a con-
trast to Corliss' temperament, and would laugh when his 
mother punished him. Mrs. c. always felt that Corliss was a 
serious girl and the most sensible of her children. Today 
she is independent and knows what she wants. She has an even 
. . 
. -
disposition, and is alway,s pleasant to people. _In reply to 
Interviewer's question as to who Corliss resembled, Mrs. c. 
thought she was very much like herself and not like Mr. c. 
Corliss has a mind of her own and is very stubborn. In these 
two ways she is like her mother. During this interview, Mrs. 
c. ~as upset with her daughter, Sylvania. Mrs. c. was 
awaiting Sylvania's retu:rn from work to scold her for ino.. 
sulting one of her "very nicen boyfriends. She was also some 
what dissatisfied because the younger girls did not help her 
with the housework as Corliss had. Mrs. C. said she does not 
demand too much assistanceas she would rather have the 
children study and get better grades. She is very proud of 
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Sylvania's school work, and.told Interviewer that daughter 
received an A on her last physiology exam. She added that 
Sylvania also works after school which is something Corliss 
did not do, and therefore, Mrs. c. did not demand that. she 
help at home. 
Mrs. C.'s children were .all breast fed except for 
the youngest. She had difficult pregnancies with most of 
the children, but particularly the last one, when toxemia had 
set in. \~en the other children were approximately six 
months old, they were given the bottle, and she did not re-
member how long they were kept on this. As for Jody, she is 
three years old and still wants a bottle. Mrs. c. is told 
that Jody has to have a blanket at night, and when sleeping, 
she holds it to her mouth. During the day, she constantly 
holds a particular doll, and is upset if she cannot find it. 
She usually has three fingers in her mouth. -Mrs. c. doesn't 
know when children give up the habit of thumb-sucking for 
her eleven year old daughter still has her thumb in her mouth 
A·s for Carol, Mrs. c. complains that she has been the slowest 
child to mature and wishes that she were as independent as 
Corliss had been for her age. C~rol will not meet new 
people, nor will she run to the drug store unless ~~s. C. 
stands at the window until she returns. Corliss would meet 
her in town by herself at this age. As for toilet training, 
Mrs. c. began training her children when they were five or 
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or six months o~. She believes that Jody is toilet trained, 
but has occasional slip-ups. Mrs. c. could not recall when 
or how Corliss had trained Jody. 
In this interview, ~~s. c. repeated her doubts that 
Corliss would have any more children. She had been discussin< 
this subject with Corliss a few nights ago~ She knew that 
Xavier wanted a son nas all husbands do", but Corliss en-
joyed working like her mother and did not want to stay at 
home. Mrs. c. feels that .it is a mistake to have only one 
child, and her reasons were mentioned previously. Inter-
viewer wondered if Mrs. c •. ' s mother had also worked. Mrs. 
c. stated that her father had a well-paid position as a brick 
layer and her mother did not have to work. Mrs. C. was born 
in South Carolina and then moved with her family to Pennsyl-
vania. · There are only two members of her family living 
a brother and a sister who she sees occasionally. 
Interviewer asked whether the hospital treatment had 
helpe~ Aunt Mae. Mrs. c. said she was still having neck 
pain, and did not ~elieve the treatment had done her any good 
She is plannin:g to continue the treatment at the hospital's 
out-patient department. Mrs. K. knows that she herself 
should go to the clinic for x-rays but has to be in the mood. 
Interviewer encouraged her to have the x-rays as doctors had 
recommended. 
At the close of this visit, Mrs. C. asked interviewer 
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if she would be returning.~ Since it was not certain whether 
another interview would be scheduled, interviewer said she 
would call. 
Mrs. C. spoke more freely on this second visit, and 
was able to recall several factors which she could not do 
in the first interview. 
Third Visit - 2/24/59 
On this third and final interview with Mrs. c., she 
seemed to be a much warmer person, more at ease and willing 
to participate in this study. Mrs. c. was able to elaborate 
on many of the questions included within the schedule as well 
as to make additional comments which would seem to contribute 
to the original study. Mrs. C. impressed the interviewer as 
a persoh willing to cooperate in degree depending on the. 
mood she is in at the time of interview. 
Following the introduction and welcoming, both inter-
viewer and Mrs. c. were seated in the living room. Inter-
viewer asked Mrs. c. her general views on large families. 
Mrs. c. stressed her belief that people should have only as 
many children as they could adequately provide for. Although 
many people feel that "the. Lord shall provide;~· she does not 
hold this opinion. Her mother had six children who were 
spaced two years apart. Mrs. c. had four brothers, one older 
than herself, and a sister who is the youngest in the family. 
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Mrs. C. commented that her sister recently had a baby, and 
she plans to visit her soon. Interviewer asked if Mrs. c. 
was able to see her family. Of the three members living, 
Mrs. c. has seen only her sister and a brother in Pennsylvani. 
on occasion.. She has not seen her oldest brother since she 
was thirteen, and did not think she would recognize him if 
she did see him. 
This suwner she plans a trip to the South where she 
has several relatives. Mrs. C. lived in the south until 
she was seven, and then moved to Pennsylvania with her family 
Following the death of her mother, Mrs. c. moved to the home 
of a relative, and finally to Boston. She worked as a mother s 
helper until.her marriage at twenty to her husband, John. 
t~en her sister was eighteen, Mrs. c. sent for her, and she 
remained with the c. family until her marriage a few years 
later. She is now living in another state and has three 
children. 
Corliss and Jackie, who are two years apart, lived 
with Mrs .. C.'s parents in the South for approximately two 
years. During this time, Mrs. C .. was able to work. 
Interviewer asked whether Mrs. C. felt her relation-
ship with any one of her children tended to be greater or 
lesser in degree in terms of warmth, confidences, and dis-
GussioM as compared to her relationship with all of her 
children. In all relationships, Mrs. c. replied that she 
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was never the kind of mother who would hug and kiss her 
children. She worked and gave them all the material things 
necessary, while Aunt Mae who is so good with children, 
brought them up. She feels that she spent more time with 
. . 
her youngest child, Carol, who always seems to follow her 
about. 
As for Mrs. C.'s parents, her mother was very strict 
while father was lenient. Her mother made them all "tow 
the mark", and Mrs. C. believes this is a good idea. Her 
mother was good at sewing, crocheting and anything domestic. 
Mrs. c. and her sister cannot do any of this work. Aunt Mae 
would sew dresses for the children when they were small, but 
doesn't have the time any more. Interviewer commented that 
perhaps because mother and Aunt Mae had done this kind of 
work, Mrs. C. neither had the incentive nor the need to learn 
Mrs. c. did not like scho9l and left after one year 
of high school. Her mother wanted her to become a secretary. 
She is sorry she hadn't gone on for she would like a Civil 
Service position now. She believes that she has pushed her 
daughters in education because her mother would be so proud 
of them, and also because of the need for more education 
today. 
In one of her comments, Mrs. c. mentions that girls 
did not have to study much. They generally got married and 
did not have to work. Interviewer did not agree with her, 
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but pointed out that so many girls did work after marriage. 
Mrs. c. agreed, using Corliss and herself as examples. Again 
she brought up their discussion on children, and the fact 
that· Corliss did not want to have another baby for some time. 
Mrs. c. said it is not the work she objects to, but that 
children should grow up together, and told this to her 
daughter. Mrs. c. has worked most of her married life, but 
did take time off during her pregnancies. She said that 
Corliss still wants to work and feels that by having another 
child at this time would not be so easy nto drop at grand-
mother's". 
Interviewer asked how Jody had been this week. The 
Crosbys had been over for dinner Saturday evening, and Jody 
had another tantrum which did not last long, perhaps fif-
teen minutes. She had taken her father's hat and gotten it 
all out of shape. When her father took it away, she cried 
and kicked. If Mrs. C. were the parents, Jody would have 
been spanked. She spoke to Corliss on the phone yesterday. 
Corliss had complained that Jody had a tantrum the night 
before which lasted for an hour. Mrs. c. thought she was 
over-tired because they had kept her up late the night be-
fore. Interviewer said that it must be difficult when 
children displayed their tempers, and wondered how Aunt Mae 
punished Jody. Aunt Mae spanks her when she is naughty. 
However, when she is at her grandmother's, she is usually 
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good and rarely has to be punished. Interviewer asked if 
Mrs. c. had taken care of Jody the evening of the last inter-
view as planned. Xavier had been home with Jody, so Mrs. c. 
did not baby-sit for them. She added that she would rather 
go over to the Crosby home, for Jody is not as distracted and. 
sleeps better. Interviewer asked how Jody was getting along 
without her cousin Bobby who is on a vacation with his parent~. 
Mrs. c.. said she has been fine, but complained that she is 
getting into everything. Lately she has been playing with 
crayons, and has been all over the house with them. Jody 
painted the glass covering her mother''s portrait, and this wa~ 
a job to clean. Mrs. c. has thrown the crayons away. 
Carol has been good and taken Jody out for walks in 
the afternoon. Jody loves to go outside and will call her on 
the phone when she wants to go out. Carol enjoys taking her 
out but comments that she wants a sister of her own. She has 
asked Mrs. c •. ·. to have· another ·baby, but she informs her that 
she is too old. Mrs. c. said she did not know why Corliss 
allowed Jody to be cared for by Carol. Today they went out-
side, and Jody got all wet. Mrs., c. hoped she would not have 
a cold, and would never trust Carol with a child of her own. 
Intefviewer asked if Jody ate well.. Mrs. c. said 
she is a good eater and told of last Friday when Jody ate 
two platefuls of macaroni. Here she described Jody for the 
first time: "'She is very cute and chubby, and not thin in 
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the least." Corliss was always thin, as were all the rest. 
They took after their father. She knows that Jody eats by 
herself and eats well. She drinks from a cup and needs very 
little assistance~ 
Mrs •. c •. thinks Jody· is very smart for her age. She . 
is always talking.. Mrs. c. does not know when she started •. 
As for her own children, they all spoke before they walked. 
She cannot remember how oid they were, but they were under a 
year old. Her· only. complaint about Jody is her temper. Mrs. 
c •. thinks her parents should discipline her more. In train-
ing her children, she said she spanked them when they were 
naughty and praised them when they were good, and had no dif-
ficulties with them. 
Mrs. c. said that C'arol has been asking both Aunt 
Mae and Mrs. c. the facts of life •. She wanted to know how 
babies were bornt and Aunt Mae explained this to her. Mrs. 
c. has always been free to discuss sex education with her 
children, and believes this is the way it should be done. 
She was always serious with them, and also explained sex to 
her son. If he had known anything about it prior to their 
discussion, he did not tell her. Mrs. c.ts mother never 
told her much and was shy when it came to such discussion • 
.Mrs. c. had her periodsfor six months before asking her 
mother any questions, .and then received only the minimum of 
information which was not sufficient. 
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Interviewer asked. if M.rs. c. had seen her grand-
children in Norwalk recently. She replied that she had not 
seen them in some time because the transportation there is 
so difficult. She has been thinking about them often and 
plans to send them something for Easter. She worried about 
them and wonders what will happen to her son, Jackie, who 
is separated from his wife now. She suggested that he visit 
his children, but he does not seem to show any concern for 
them. Mrs. c. thinks this is a sign of a bad father. His 
wife called at Christmas to ask for a divorce, and w~s. c~ 
does not know what he will do. As for his wife, Mrs. c. 
supposed she was alright, but isn't sure the first child is 
her son''s as she forced him into this marriage. The children 
are now living on A.D.c. Interviewer agreed that it was dif-
ficult for children to be without a father •. 
Interviewer inquired as to Aunt Mae ''s health. She 
has not improved and must return to the hospital for minor 
surgery on her neck. Interviewer sympathized with Mrs. c. 
and hoped that this surgery would be helpful. When inter-
-viewer was ready to leave, she thanked Mrs~ c. for her time 
and the help she had given her. Mrs. c. commented that she 
had enjoyed the interviews and felt better after discussing 
problems with her family to interviewer. 
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Analysis - Case C 
Mrs. c .• mother of Mrs. Crosby, is one of there-
search subjects on whom there has been disagreement with 
regard to her material. The clinical staff felt that she 
was one of the relatively more mature mothers studied. The 
psychologists felt from her projective material, she should 
'" 
be classified as less m~ture. In analyzing the written 
material, the writer has tried not to be influenced by either 
opinion. 
Mrs. C. is a pleasant, attractive appearing forty-
seven year old Negro woman. She has been employed nearly all 
of her married life both for financial reasons, and a desire 
to work. Although ~o?y, Mrs. C's 2~ year old granddaughter 
has been cared for in the C. home since the child was six 
months old, it is only occasionally that Mrs. C. takes care 
of this child. Mrs. C.'s sister-in-law, who brought up Mrs. 
C.'s children, is actively caring for Jody during the working 
hours of child's mother, Corliss Crosby. Residing in this 
household during the research period were Mr. and Mrs •. C., 
their two daughters, a son, and Aunt Mae. Although Corliss 
Crosby lives in an apartment close by and visits home twice 
daily, it is only on Saturday that she spends time with her 
mother. 
In.all contacts, Mrs. c. seems hospitable and 
pleasant. However, she is most guarded and vague in her 
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replies to questions pertaining to her grandchild and child 
rearing patterns. It is interviewer's impression that she is 
a reserved person who finds great difficulty relating to new 
people. Wxs. c. admits this in her first interview commentin 
that she realizes other people see her as a cold and indif-
ferent person. It is evident that she can speak more freely 
on successive visits.. It· is also felt that she is a person 
who gives vent to her feelings and moods. On one interview 
in particular when she was-exceptionally tired from an active 
day, Mrs. C. expressed more negative criticism of her chil-
dren and grandchild than any other visit. She did not hesi-
tate to express her belief at this time that grandchild, 
Jody, is spoiled by mother's poor and inconsistent handling 
in motherly role as in contrast to successive interviews 
when a close identification with this same daughter was ex-
pressed. 
As a mother, throughout her interviews,_Mrs. C. 
lacks an affectionate way of speaking about her children. 
However, she seems to realize her limitations in this area, 
and recognizes her responsibility to them. In Aunt Mae she 
had provided them with a good mother substitute who can give 
the children what she feels she is not capable of doing. It 
must be recognized that she is a conscientious mother and 
sees that children are materially cared for, educated and 
provided for. To Mrs. C. education seems to be of prime 
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impo~tance and she encourages her children to take advantage 
of this goal which she feels will be such an asset to them 
in future years. 
Mrs. c. rarely expressed satisfaction with her chil-
dren except when speaking in terms of their intellectual 
achievement. In relation to dependency needs of children, 
it is evident that Mrs. c. is not able to tolerate their 
behavior. li-1rs. C. questions whether her eleven year old 
daughter is normal for her age because of her "extreme depen-
dency" on her mother, and because she still retains habit of 
thumb-sucking. 
This same intolerance of childish behavior is noticed 
in her relationship with her grandchild. Mrs. c. criticizes 
Jody's need to have a blanket in order to sleep. Again it 
would. seem that she is impatient, and not understanding of 
a baby's needs. She conveys to interviewer that she has no 
desire to spend any length of time with Jody. 1!\'hen. she does 
play with her grandchild, it is ohly for a few minutes. In-
terviewer thought that Jody sensed her grandmother's indif-
ference 1.~hen she expressed: "I don't like Granny, Granny 
is a tease. 11 
Although we have only a vague description of Mrs. 
C.'s child-rearing patterns, there is further evidence of ri-
-9:i9ity and her desire for their conformity and "good be-. 
havior". Mrs. C. mentions that children's toilet training 
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was begun vJhen they were only six months old. This seemed 
to be another indication of her attempts in training chil-
dren to be independent. 'i~'hen Mrs. C •. compares her two oldest 
children as she punishes them, she admits that she tended to 
become frustrated and annoyed when they would not conform as 
model ~roung adults. She compares Corliss, "the good childn, 
who was ·:particu~arly sensitive to her mother's spanking her, 
with Jackie who would refuse to comply to mother's demands 
even when slapped thus.aggravating Mrs. c. On another inter-
view, she becomes annoyed.vmen Jody smears a picture frame 
with pai~ts, or spots her floor. Throughout there is a con-
centration on upholding "good behavior". 
Mrs. C. seemingly does not feel she is a particularly 
feminine woman and does not identify with her mother who is 
des6ribed by her in this manner. Mrs. C.'s needs are met 
outside of her home. She must be active in social groups 
and must work. On areas discussed if would seem that she 
feels Corliss is like her in many of these ways. Corliss is 
identified with her in personality, and Mrs .. c. seems to 
understand the needs of herdaughter. "Corliss has a mind 
of her own and·is very stubborn. She is a serious-minded 
girl and is very much like myself.n Both mother and daughter 
have assumed a wage-earning role, and have given the children 
a mother substitute part of the time. Although Mrs. c. is 
critical of her daughter, such as Corliss' not wanting to 
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have another child at this time because of the responsibility 
involved, it is apparent that they have similar needs. From 
material presented, Corliss like her mother, is also a moody 
person and handles her child inconsistently depending on her 
feelings at the time. 
In comparing paternal roles of the two generations, 
there is not much of a shift seen in their domestic respon-
sibilities. There is feeling conveyed, however, that Mr. 
Crosby is more of a disciplinarian within his family than 
Mr. C. had been. Mrs. C. approves of his handling grand-
child with more firmness than Corliss. He also cooperates 
in sharing household duties, and Mrs. C. specifically recalls 
his ironing baby's dresses. Both men helped wives in the 
home, and Mrs. c. considers this a desirable characteristic 
in husbands. It would seem as though Mr. Crosby has more 
of a neurotic need to play a feminine role than his father-
in-law. On the other hand, li.U'. C. did not perform these 
duties out of enjoyment, but felt obligated to help his wife 
while children were young. 
Interviewer had the impression that Mr. C. is able 
to convey more warmth and is more emotionally involved with 
his children than his wife. When Mrs. C. speaks of parents' 
objection to Corliss' plan to move, she stressed that it was 
Mr. c. who so strongly objected. 
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MRS. D. 
First Visit - 1/27/59 
Mrs. D. had stated a preference for having her inter-
views at the office rather than at home. She felt the 
children might be too disturbing if interviewer attempted 
to see her at home. 
Mrs. D. seemed rather tense and talked rapidly., 
After interviewer made some introductory remarks about want-
ing to find out something of what being a grandmother was 
like for her and what kinds of contacts she had with her 
grandchildren, interviewer said they wanted to see grand-
mothers of mothers who were already in the study at the 
Child Development Unit of the hospital. 
Mrs. D. began by mentioning the oldest daughter 
Betty, whose house she had just left. She explained that she 
is often at Betty's. house and she keeps her children for her 
a great deal. 
Interviewer asked how many children. she has; and 
Mrs. D. replied that she has ten children -- 6 girls and 
4 boys. Three daughters and one son are married. There are 
at present six grandchildren-- one boy and·five girls and 
two daughters now expecting. All of the married daughters 
live in the Boston area. The one married son lives in 
Chicago. The oldest daughter has two children ...... one boy 
and one girl; the son has two girls; each of the other two 
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daughters has one daughter. Ann, who is two years younger 
than Judy (subject in the study) has a baby a few days older 
than Judyt s. Here Mrs. D. spent a. considerable amount of 
time talking about the differences be.tween ·these two grand-
children. She feels- Judy's baby is smaller and seems less 
_well developed than Ann's. Ann 1 s baby can sit alone, but 
Judy's cannot. However, Judy's baby's legs seem stronger. 
When interviewer asked what she meant by the babyts legs 
seemed stronger, she said that her baby could stand better 
when held by the hands than Ann•·s baby. 
When the first grandchild was born, everyone hoped 
for and planned for a boy, seemingly not even considering 
that the baby might be a girl.. As it turned out, the baby 
was a girl. Betty decided to name the baby for her (grand-
mother) and this made her quite proud. There is nothing she 
would not do for Susan who is now six. She thinks she would 
have liked the grandchild just as much if she had not .been 
named for her, but she did feel very proud that Betty named 
her first baby for her. Bettyts second child is a boy. 
Judy's baby is named for the baby'' s paternal grand-
mother. She (Mrs. D.) suggested this as she thought the 
mother-in-law had been·so nice to Judy, and besides, she 
already had two granddaughters named for her. 
She is very concerned about Ann and Betty who are 
now expecting, especially Ann whose present child is only 
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about six months old. She nor he.r daughter expected that 
she would get pregnant again so soon. She expects Ann to 
have a difficult delivery as the othex one was. She herself 
has always had difficult deliveries. Judy did not have a 
difficult time as they had anticipated during labox and 
delivery. She had been hospitalized before the expected 
delivery date because of toxemia, and had actually had the 
baby before any of them knew for sure whether the baby was 
due then. She remembers getting the call from Dr. K. after 
the baby had arrived saying that Judy and her baby were fine. 
They had all been very surprised. 
Interviewer asked about the baby's feeding and if 
Judy followed a feeding schedule. Mrs. D. said Judy bottle 
feeds and follows a feeding schedule, but she (grandmother) 
never did with her own children. She more or less thought 
the child should eat when he was hungry and not have to wait 
a certain number of hours between feedings. 
Interviewer asked if she ever had· a chance to take 
of Judyts baby for any length of time. She said she often 
keeps the baby for Judy when she and her husband go out. 
Sometimes one of her younger children goes over to Judy's 
house to keep the baby for her. This is always done in 
Judy 1 s home as she (grandmother) feels it is better to keep 
the child in his own home rather than to have to bring it 
out and wake it up to return home. She said that Judy's 
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husband seems extremely nervous when the baby cries or when 
he is left alone with her for any time. Mrs. D. said to the 
interviewer, "Isn't that funny, he's so nervous,. 11 He is an 
only child himself, but she still does not understand why he 
is so nervous around the baby when it cries.. He plays with 
her a lot and gets along just fine until she .cries; then he 
tells Judy to take her. She recalls one occasion when Judy · 
had left the baby with him for a few minutes,and when Judy 
returned,. she found her husband drenched in perspiration, 
nervously trying to quiet the baby. 
. . . 
Mrs. D. talked about her daughter Ann and her husband 
who had returned to Boston recently from Ohio, and how she 
had been trying to help them out by letting them stay with 
her until they could get settled in a place of their own. 
Just recently they moved into their own apartment with their 
one child and the other on its way. She seemed quite dis-
tressed and said Ann was concerned also. They, no doubt, 
will have some difficulties managing financially as her hus-
band has been out of a job for a long while. 
Interviewer asked if Judy had worked before her mar-
riage. Yes, she had worked at the Telephone Company where 
one of her unmarried daughters.had also worked for a time. 
The other daughter is now a private secretary. 
Grandmother said she had never had any special diffi-
culties in bringing up her children and feels that she is 
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rather lucky to have had so many children and so few diffi-
. cul ties with them.. Interviewer said it seemed as though she 
had reason to be proud of such a family. Mrs. D. went on 
to say how she has always tried to prepare her children to 
meet life about them. She hadnot tried to be too strict 
with them.for she believe if one does this, the child will 
eventually get into some kind of txouble. She knows a friend 
who was so strict with her daughter that she would never 
allow her to receive letters from her boyfriend at home, nor 
would she allow her to have her boyfriends visit in the home. 
The girl finally ran off with a boy and got married. She 
(Mrs. D.) had never done this with her own daughters and 
thinks it is because of this that she had not had any trouble 
·with her children. She talked about her 13-year old son 
who, though he lives in what might be called a bad neighbor-
hood, has managed to keep himself out of trouble. 
When Mrs. D. was about to leave at the close of the 
interview, she said that people had told her before her grand· 
children arrived that she could love them, but it would never 
be the same as with her own. She did not really know, but 
she thinks she loves her grandchildren about as much as her 
own. 
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Second Visit - 2/26/59 
(The second interview had been originally scheduled 
for February 3rd, but grandmother. did not keep appointment.) 
In today's interview, Mrs. D. talked considerably 
about her oldest grandchildren both belonging to her oldest 
daughter, Betty. Interviewer had asked again about the 
number of children who are married and the number of grand-
children. Grandmother said four children are married, and 
then went on to talk about specific granchildren, chiefly 
the oldest •. She feels tha't Betty's oldest child, a girl, 
is very bright, and although she received -~ great deal of 
attention when she was a baby, she is not spoiled now. She 
is doing well in school and grandmother compared he:c with.her 
youngest son, Bobby. Bobby is a very slow learner and has 
had a number of difficulties- getting along, both at school 
and at home.. He has been in treatment at one of the local 
child guidance clinics for some time. In talking around 
this subject, interviewer found it difficult to direct Mrs. 
D. to other areas in which she wanted further information. 
Grandmother often came back to the subject of Bobby~ Inter-
viewer asked if she thought that first children were differen• 
from the ones that followed. Mrs. D. responded by saying 
that all children are different, but she did think the first 
child felt more jealousy toward the next child than the sub-
sequent ones. She again related this to the situation with 
Bobby and her grandchild and how, even though Bobby is older, 
he is not doing nearly as well in school as Dottie (the grand· 
child). She said, "How do you think it makes me feel to know 
that my own son cannot do as well" ('as her grandchild). 
Interviewer asked if she had ever taken care of Judy1 ! 
baby for some time. l\1rs. D. said she does occasionally keep 
the baby, but not often. Judy usually comes over to her 
house on Saturdays and brings the baby. Interviewer asked if 
Judy asked her for advice about how to care for the baby. 
Yes, she did. She often called her up to ask about what 
various kinds of behavior in the baby meant. Not only that, 
but before the baby was born, Judy always.asked her about 
certain things about her own condition -- if she felt pain, 
she wanted to know what this meant. She would usually give 
Judy some explanations for these. Judy used to visit her a 
lot during her pregnancy and used to sit with her for hours 
at a time. She describes Judy cas a sensitive girl, especial!' 
where the baby is concerned. She feels very hurt when any-
thing uncomplimentary is said about the baby. If anyone 
talks too much about.what Ann's baby can do, Judy is quick 
to point out the things Ann's baby cannot do, but that her 
baby can do. 
Interviewer asked about the feeding of the children, 
did she feel bottle or breast feeding was best. Judy uses 
a bottle and follows a strict feeding schedule. Her other 
daughters are not so strict about the schedule. 
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She OArs. D.) believed in feeding the child when it seemed 
to want it and not on the basis of a schedule. 
Interviewer asked when did, the children seem to 
know the difference between mother and outsiders (her own 
children and.grandchildrenl if she could tell. She thought 
her children learned quite early the difference between her 
and other people. They can somehow tell when the mother is 
around. She thinks Judy 11 s baby seems more afraid of stranger 
and will usually cry if a person approaches that she is not 
too familiar with. While Ann's baby seems less afraid of 
strangers~ 
Interviewer asked if-grandmother noticed any particu-
lar sleep habits or difficulties with her children. She 
responded that most of her c_hildren -~ and as far as she 
knows about her grandchildren -- have never had any diffi-
culties regarding sleep. Interviewer wondered about walking 
and when this was started. Mrs. D. said her children usually 
walked at:about one year or a little over. Shehas never had 
any who walked at nine or ten months as a lot of other people 
she knows have reported. Int:ervie;wer said some people feel 
that when a child is old enough and ready to, he will walk 
without much help from the parents, and did. she help or en-
courage her children to walk at_a certain time? Grandmother 
answered that she has always used playpens as she feels that . 
this helps the child to learn to stand and move around. She 
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thinks it is good to help the child. · She talked about a 
playpen she had bought recently for Judy~s baby and how she 
has asked Judy before getting it if she could get a gift for 
her baby, what would she prefer.. Judy preferred a playpene-
Regarding toilet training, grandmother said she 
started training her own children when they were about a year 
old, "afte.r they. started walkingu. She feels that· they 
should be old enough to "'know what you're talking about 11 
before training should be started. Interviewer asked how 
did she go about this6 She said that for some of her chil-
dren, especially the first ones, she used a can which she 
would put them on·when she thought it was about time for a 
bowel movement. Later on she started them going to the 
bathroom. Two of her boys tr~ined themselves. She had 
nothing hardly to do with this, they just seemed to pick it 
up naturally from the other children~ Her daughter Betty 
follows about the same methods as she did in training her 
children. 
~tts. D. again talked about the expected arrival of I 
two additional grandchildren -- one in possibly June or early 
July and the other perhaps sooner.. She also continued to 
indicate some concern for these girls having babies at this 
time, especially Ann as she feels that it is a bit early to 
be having a second child. Her first child is only slightly 
older than Judy's. Betty is the other daughter who is 
expecting. Ann is the daughter slightly younger than Judy 
who lived in Ohio for a while since her marriage. She has 
recently returned to Boston and lived for a while with the 
grandparents. 
Mrs •. D. continues to help take care of Betty's chil-
dren while she works. She, however, will soon leave her job 
because of her pregnancy. Mrs. D. feels she prefers working 
to being at home. Interviewer wondered how Judy felt about 
working. Judy seems to like being. home taking.care of the 
baby better. She said she got married not to.work, but to 
have her husband support her while she takes care of the home. 
She describes Judy as a very thrif~y girl who knows how to 
budget well and. put her money to the best use. The other 
daughters are quite different from Judy in this respect. As 
she had said earlier, Judy is the more sensitive of the girls. 
As an example, she related the following: If someone said. 
something about Ann's baby, she could more or less laugh it 
off while Judy could not. She stated a recent incident 
wherein Mr. D. had remarked casually that Judy's baby is 
beginning to look homely. Judy had gone out and asked all of 
her friends if they thought her baby was getting homely. They 
convinced her that she was not,·and Judy seemed satisfied to 
tell her father that her friends thought this was not so. 
Mrs. D •. said she is also sensitive and easy going like Judy, 
but Mr. D. is stricter and not so easy going. 
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Third Visit - 4/2/59 
(A previous interview scheduled for March 5th was 
not kept.) 
Mrs. D. explained that she had not remembered about 
her other appointment with me until quite recently when she 
had spoken to Judy about it. She has been so busy with her 
daughter Betty and trying to help her out now that she has 
a new baby. She has hardly had time for much else as she 
still has lots of work in her own home as well. Interviewer 
said she was sure she was very busy now helping with the new 
baby in addition to her other duties. She went on to say 
the baby had arrived early -~ at eight months -- and Betty 
had not expected it so soon. She has been going over to 
help her -- helping with the children, cleaning and ironing, 
etc. This baby is a boy; which means that she now has two 
boys among her grandchildren. Interviewer asked how did she 
feel being a grandmother again. She laughed and said she is 
more or less getting used to it now. The father is so proud 
of his new son and was all excited as he had never been home 
when the other children were horn. He·was in the service 
then. 
Judy''s baby has been ill recently, but she is doing 
better now. She still finds Judyts baby different from Ann's 
Judy's baby is shy and refined like her mother, and Ann's 
baby is heavier, more aggressive and playful. Judy's baby 
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touches things lightly while Ann's will poke around into 
almost everything; i.e. Ann's baby will, when playing with 
or seeing another child, often give the child a few tugs 
and slaps while Judy's baby doing the same thing will give 
light pats.. All in all, this baby (Judy-'s} is described as 
delicate. Ann's baby has three teeth, Judy's two. Even 
though Judy's baby is three days older than Ann's baby, her 
baby is smaller. She thought this was due to the baby's 
smaller frame. Now she is concerned that Ann might have her 
next baby sooner than expected (last of June or first of 
July) as she has to ca:r:ry around this baby who is really 
quite heavy. The doctor has said she should not lift it too 
much,.but she has to. 
·'. 
Ann and hex husband have :be.en having a difficult time 
financially as he has _be~n unable to get the kind of job he 
needs. He works at various jobs several days p~r week. He 
would like to become an airplane maintenance man, but thus 
far has been unable to get the kind of training he needs. 
It has been suggested to him that perhaps.·· he should work 
for an airline as a ticket agent, but he does not like this 
and also feels that his educational background would present 
a handicap. .They are both worried about how they will pay 
cost of Ann's. confinement. Arin . has paid $100_ io1rJard the 
cost, but owes that much more. A friend had told them he 
tho\lght he could get Ann in for that amount with special 
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arrangement to pay the balance on an installment basis if 
she had not paid the entire amount. He knew a social worker 
at the hospital who could help with this. Ann. had talked to 
this social worker and was told that this kind of arrange-
ment would be unsatisfactory. If she could not pay the 
total cost, perhaps she could go to another hospital for 
delivery, but to this Mrs. D •. said nothing doing. She would 
never let any of her daughter go to th~ othe~ hospital to 
have their babies. She has been there and she knows. "It's 
awful!": Somehow theywill work out something, but never the 
other hospital. 
Interviewer asked about the fathers' participation 
in caring for the children-- did·they help around the house, 
etc. She said all of her sons-in-law help~ Peggy's husband 
has been wonderful recently when she came home from the 
hospital with the new baby.· He stayed home a week, cleaned~ 
helped with the other children, and took over much of the 
household work.. Judyts husband is also very g.ood. He scrubs 
and waxes the floors and does general cleaning for Judy. Jud'-
does not like housework, but she will keep the house picked UJ 
and in order. How about her ownhusband, interviewer asked. 
She can count on her husband to prepare Sunday dinner as he 
has always done this, but aside from this, he sticks to his 
work and has very little to do with housework. He is a roofel 
and plumber. Interviewer asked if she thought the younger 
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wives in her daughterst age group expected their husbands 
to do more around the house. Yes, she did. She thought the 
wives were spoiled by the husbands to begin with when they 
start out helping around the house. The wives expect them 
to keep it up. 
Interviewer asked Mrs. D. how often did she see or 
visit Judy.. She replied that she rarely visits Judy. It is 
too far. Not like with her oldest daughter Betty, whose hus-
band has a car and picks her up. She can visit them more 
often. Ann and her baby are often at her house, and they 
frequently have their evening meal there. She has been al-
lowing them to do this in an-'effort to help them out since 
Ann's husband has been having such a difficult time finding 
satisfactory work.. She sees Judy about two to three times 
a week. 
Judyts baby will not allow anyone to hold or care 
for .her as long as her mother is around~ If Judy is not 
there however, she will let her (grandmother) look after her. 
She is the same way with other people, but as soon as Judy 
comes in sight, she begins to cry. Ann's baby is not like 
this. She goes to other people more readily. Annts baby is 
more used to grandmother than Judy~s baby as she sees the 
grandmother more often. 
Interviewer asked whose responsibility she felt it 
was to discipline the children, mother or father? She did 
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not believe the wife should wait until her husband comes 
home to punish the children. After all she is the one that 
is there all day and see their behavior., Actually her hus-
band hardly ever had to punish their children as they al-
ways obey him. He simply had to speak to them and they 
promptly obeyed. She is very easy-going and she often had 
to punish them as they did not listen to her as readily as 
they did their father. What kinds of punishment, interviewer 
asked. She sometimes took away their allowance for a time, 
kept them from watching their T • .V. programs, and sometimes 
gave them a good spanking.. These methods seemed to work. 
Interviewer asked how di~ she think her daughters would do 
in regard to punishing their children •. Judy and her husband 
both are easy-going and she thought they might not be too 
strict with the children, Of course, it is too soon to tell 
as the baby is so young (8 month.s). Betty is stricter with 
the children than her husband. She thought this was due to 
the fatherts having been away in the Service for the greater 
part of the childrents lives to this point and is now some-
what more indulging with them. While Betty was there all 
the time and had to keep them in line. She punishes in 
basically the same way as grandmother. Did she feel her 
children (daughters) are generally bringing up their chil-
dren in much the same way as she did her own. She thinks thi 
is true and she has done about the same with her children 
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as her own mother did. She asked advice of her mother when 
the children were ill, and her daughters do. this also. Mathe -
in-law often tries to tell Judy how to take care of the baby, 
but Judy does not like this. Just recently when Judy's baby 
was ill, Judy had called her up. She was crying and saying 
the baby had a temperature and she had called a doctor who 
had not come to see about the baby. The doctor had told her 
to put a spoon in the baby's mouth when Judy said she was 
afraid her baby might have convulsions. One of her own 
children had these. She told Judy to rub the baby in alco-
hol and give it some aspirin. 
Interviewer thanked Mrs. D. for having cooperated 
with the study and assured her that interviewer had .gotten 
very helpful information from her. On the way downstairs, 
Mrs. D. asked if interviewer would be here much longer, 
and interviewer said she would be here a little while longer. 
She want on to say that she had always wanted to work in a 
hospital herself. In fact, she had started taking nurse's 
training., She is still thinking of t~ying to get a job in 
a hospital as a nurses' aid~ 
Analysis - Case D 
Mrs. D., age 45, is a short fairly attractive woman 
of Scotch-Irish parentage. Her daughter Judy, subject in 
the on-going research, is her third oldest child -- the 
second girl. 
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At the beginning of the xesearch period, Mrs. D. 
stated her preference of. being seen at the Child Development 
Unit rather than in her home as had been the original plan 
of the study group. While this had some advantages in that· 
there were no interruptions from small children in the home, 
it allowed no opportunity for the interviewer to observe the 
grandmother with grandchildren, her own children, or others 
in the home. . Ivlrs. D. does not work. regularly outside of the 
home and has not since her marriage. · She had, however, spent 
some time in nursest training before her marriage and did 
once during the last interview speak of returning to work, 
perhaps in a hospital as a nursest aid. 
In all of the interviews, Mrs. D •. appeared nervous 
and tense. She talked a great deal. She often gave general 
rather than specific responses unless pinned down to the 
point. She seemed to use the interviews to express her 
feelings about a number of things, such as the conditions of 
her neighborhood,· the difficulties she has had bringing up 
her children in such a neighborhood arid the hardships some of 
her children are now facing in regard to employment and 
finances. This appeared to reflect feelings of tension and 
anxiety for reason not clear to the interviewer. 
Judy, age 22, subject in the on-going research and 
mother of the grandchild, Dottie, is classified at the lower 
end of the-maturity scale. In the psychological report on 
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her, she is described as one who shows a good deal of passive 
resistance, who broods and feels rejected most of the time. 
The psychological tests further show that the relationship 
with the mother is a disturbed one in which Judy feels re-
jected. 
This grandmother has never cared for Judyts child ex-
cept for shcrt periods of baby-sitting occasionally when Judy 
and her husband go out. She does, however, have £requent 
and regular visits from Judy. Mrs. D. has presented as her 
reason for not visiting Judy often the fact that she lives 
some distance away and it is very inconvenient for her to 
travel there. (Judy does live a little distance from her 
mother and visiting would require about a half hour's ride 
on public transportation.) On the other hand, Mrs. D. is 
quite involved with the children of the oldest daughter and 
spends a considerable amount of time in her home taking care 
of these grandchildren. · This daughter, Betty, has always 
worked. 
In regards to .Mrs. D.'s relationship, the interviewer 
sensed a certain remoteness and lack of close contact. Mrs. 
D. is helpful to Judy with her baby if and when Judy directly 
calls on her for help, but she makes no attempts to indulge 
this child to the same extent and with the same interest as 
she has the other grandchildren. 
From the intexview material, it seems that Mrs. D. 
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does not see Judy and hex baby as often as she does the two 
other maxxied daughters-- Betty_and Ann and their children. 
Ann has actually lived_with r.~s. D. for some months since 
her marriage, and grandmother spends considerable time with 
her eight-month old daughter. She expresses real pl~asure 
in this grandchild, which pleasure she does not seem to show 
in talking about Judy~s baby. Vfuen she talks about the two 
children who are both the_same· age, she seems to put them on 
a competing or_comparative basis. Ann 1 s baby is more attrac-
tive and outgoing, while Judy's baby is "homely",- shy and 
refined (like her mother). As Mxs. D. talked about Dottie, 
interviewer got the impression that she really feels this 
child is inferior to Ann's, but at the same time she tries 
to present excuses for Dottie. Her baby is smaller than 
Ann's baby, but then she has a smaller frame. This supports 
the idea expressed in the material on the subject in the on-
going study that she senses rejection f'rom the mother. Mrs. 
D. seemingly shows this in hex lack of close contacts with 
Judy and her ambivalence about accepting her child. 
Mrs. D. seems to have a good deal of preoccupation 
with the oldest grandchild, Susan, and tends to compare hex 
with her youngest son, Bobby. Bobby has had a history of 
emotional difficulties and has always done poorly in school, 
while Susan is described by Mrs. D. as bright, alert and 
doing quite well in school.· In this connection,Mrs. D. 
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expresses some guilt in that she spent so much time with 
this grandchild that now she is beginning to feel that may-
be she may have neglected her own ·child. Susan is named for 
Mrs~ D. and grandmother admits she has always felt a parti-
cular fondness for this grandchild~ A great part of all 
the interviews was spent in her talking about the two child-
ren which limited the amount of material she could give on 
J~dy and her baby. 
This grandmother perceive~jthe subject as being like 
her in some ways. She is "sensitive"· and easily hurt like 
the grandmother •. However, she seems· to differ from the grand· 
mother in the one area of child training in which some ma-
terial was accessible -- feeding._. The difference most clear!, 
seen now is the attitude toward the feeding schedule. Mrs. 
D. always followed a more relaxed routine with her children 
and has even suggested to Judy that she do this also. Judy_ 
continues to follow closely a fixed feeding schedule. Neithel 
of the other married daughters follow this as closely as 
Judy, and according to Mrs. D., they are doing as she did. 
While this is the onl·y difference grandmother reports, one 
might suspect that other differences in child training will 
be seen as the grandchild grows older and other stages of 
child training are carried out. This situation with the 
child might be used by Judy as a channel through which she 
can work out some of her own feelings of rejection. Perhaps, 
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too, this nonconformity to the mother's child-training 
methods may be an indication of her rejection of her mother. 
Mrs. D. seemed pleased with the fatherts (subject's 
husband) participation in the care of the grandchild. She 
indicated, however, that father does not seem to feel t9o 
comfortable with the baby as he often gets very nervous when 
left alone with the baby. This, as she said, may be due to 
his unfamiliarity with young children, having been an only 
child himself. The interviewer''s impression is that Mrs. D. 
feels both father and mother have a kind of mutual partici-
pation with the care of the child. This is different from 
the kind of participation the grandfather has with her in 
the care of their owri children.. He contributes chiefly as 
breadwinner and assistant disciplinarian, giving verbal 
support to the grandmother's disciplinary measures. 
Material in the aiea of discipline of the subject's 
child was not accessible as the grandmother felt it is too 
soon to see any evidence of patt·ern s of discipline with 
Judy'~s baby. However; _she feels that Judy, like herself, 
will be "easy going 11 and will not employ very strict dis-
ciplinary measures. She also. feels that Judy will go about 
child training in other areas ·in the same way she did,· despi t~ 
the marked difference in an essential area -- feeding. 1 
lin Sylvia Brodyts Patter~s of Mothering, she points 
out that feeding behavior is the best indication of the kind 
of relationship that exists between mother and child~ 
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Mxs. D.ls attitude seems to be that children should 
be given a certain amount of assistance in learning new skill~ 
such as walking and toilet training, as they reach a level of 
physical maturity where she -feels they are ready to do this. 
-They are not rushed or pushed into these newer activities. 
Her discussion of her handling·of her children seems to indi-
cate general permissiveness. However, it may be that this 
permissiveness was p·erceived of in Judytchildhood fantasy as 
neglect, and she apparently has reacted to it with rejection 
of the mother. 
Grandmother seems to express some competitiveness 
towards the babyts paternal grandmother (Judy's mother-in-law 
in relation to Judy and Dottie. _At one point in the first 
interview she told of how helpful the mother-in-law had been 
to Judy and that she (Mrs. D.) had encouraged Judy to name 
the baby for her. In the last interview, Mrs. D. stated that 
Judy is now expressing dissatisfaction about her mother-in-
law, telling her how to handle certain things with Dottie. 
Interviewer has -the impression from Mrs .. D.'s expressed 
feelings about the situation that it is actually Mrs.,; D. 
herself who is not satisfied with the amount of attention 
Judy is getting from her mother-in-law and again has ma-
nuevered herself into a competitive situation. She at first 
encouraged this relationship between Judy and her mother-in-
law, but now that it is really beginning to take hold, she 
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regrets this and may take steps to break it up. 
Since the subject•·s baby is so young {~ight months), 
it was not possible to cover further areas of child training 
with her. Also the grandmother has not had very close con-
tact with this grandchild and really cannot give too many 
details on what is going on with the subject and the child. 
The thing that has stood out throughout contacts with the 
grandmother is the remote quality of the relationship with 
her daughter. 
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MRS. E. 
First Visit -,1/23/59 
In the first visit, interviewer was greeted quite 
enthusiastically by Mrs. E. who ·commented that interviewer 
was a few minutes late.• Mrs. E. is a large, rather plain 
looking woman with an extremely sallow complexion. She has 
deep, dark hollows under her eyes and her face at time of 
first contact looked quite tired and strained.. She seemed 
somewhat nervous and asked interviewer to sit down in the 
living room, but.did not ask her to remove her coat and hat. 
Mrs., E •. who speaks with a marked Italian accent 
lives on the upper floor of a very lovely garrison colonial· 
home purchased last year by her son who occupies the first-
floor.apartment. Place is very attractively and cheerfully 
furnished in a very modern decor and is very orderly and 
immaculate. Mrs. E. lives here with her husband, a retired 
construction worker, and her four unmarried daughters who 
are employed in various clerical and factory jobs. 
. . .. . 
When interviewer commented on the attractiveness of 
her home, Mrs. E. related at gre~t length her difficulties 
in adjusting to the new neighborhood. She seems to feel 
quite isolated here and hasn't made any new acquaintances.· 
Social contacts are limited to her own family. She misses I 
the South End, a congested urban area where family lived 
until eight months ago, a great deaf. ·There were a great 
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many "Italianos 11· there and other people, too, who were much 
friendlier. People there were always asking, "Where is Mrs. 
S .. " and 11How is Mrs. E." The house was always full of 
neighbors who were in and out all the time. ·since she moved, 
she hasn't been out of the house very much since she doesn't 
know anybody in the neighborhood. 
Interviewer has the impression that h~s. E. misses 
her former neighbors more than her daughter, Gina, a sub-
ject of the larger research, who used to live across the 
street from her mother and who still remains in the city. 
blrs. E. did note that Gina and her oldest daughter, 
Karen, missed her very much. For several months after Mrs., 
E. vacated the apartment, Karen would visit the new tenants 
there looking for her 11Nono 11 which she explained was the 
Italian equivalent of Nana or grandma. However, Gina calls 
every day from a neighbor's house or from the store and 
brings the children over on weekends. Gina has twin girls 
who were twenty months old at time of first visit. Karen, 
who is the research child, was three and a half years old at 
this time. Mrs. E. said daughter would love to.move nearex tz 
her, but rentals in this area would be prohibitive. 
According to Mrs. E., family members visit mostly on 
weekends and usually during the day. Each of Mrs. E.ts four 
married children has three young children, and there are 
only two boys among her twelve grandchildren. Her children 
try to let her know in advance when they are coming and try 
to arrange it so they don't all. come at once. Grandchildren 
are all under six years of age, and there is too much commo-
tion if they all come at the same time. It is easier to 
have them visit in the summer as she can send them all out-
doors to the large, fenced in back yard where there is all 
sorts of elaborate playground equipment •. 
At this point, Mrs. E., commented that she didn't 
understand why her grandchildren do not like to go outdoors 
as much as her own children and said they spend far too much 
time indoors. She felt this was .partly due to the fact that 
there was always an abundance of young children in the city 
compared to the much more limited number of youngsters in 
the suburbs •. 
Mrs. E. said she was somewhat upset over Gina t·s 
impending pregnancy. She feels she is too young to have so 
many children so soon especially on .her limited income. Al- ' 
though there is very little actual difference, Mrs. E. seems 
to feel that Gina is much younger that Mrs. E. was when she 
began to raise her own sizeable family of eight children, 
all of whom were born in a twelve year period. Mrs. E. men-
tioned that Mr. E •. had always made a good living and was an 
excellel}t provider, implying that tnis was not the case with 
her son-in-law. 
At this point, Mrs •.. E .. delivered a long discourse 
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on the advantages of breast feeding in rearing children and 
related this to her daughter•·s inability to use this method 
after the first child.. Mrs. E. pointed out that parents 
who breast feed are more relaxed and as a result, children 
are less nervous. She demonstrated how a mother can stretch 
out and feed children without running around to prepare 
formulas and getting together all sorts of elaborate equip-
ment. Breast feeding was certainly less expensive and she 
mentioned also, that when necessary, the mother could take a 
laxative and pass this on to the baby in her milk. She 
described quite proudly and at considera.ble length her own 
ability to breast feed·all of her children, and with a great 
deal of feeling told interviewer about the quantity and 
richness of· her milk •. · 
In response to interviewer •· s question as to what kind 
of a child Karen was, Mrs. E. said she was a very nice little 
girl. She added that·all of her children and grandchildren 
were exceptionally good and she ,had never had any trouble 
with any of them-. She repeated that Karen loves to visit 
"None" especially because she gets so much attention from 
the other grandchildren. Mrs. E •. has three granddaughters 
downstairs and three grandchildren next door. She described 
Karen as a little chatterbox and sometimes thinks she will 
never stop· talking. She said also that she was an excellent 
actor who enjoyed anything you put before her, and went on · 
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o.n to describe some of the Italian meat and vegetable dishes 
of which all her grandchildren are especially fond. She 
told interviewer that I<aren was a well trained and indepen-
dent child who had been going to the bathroom by herself for 
a long time. She also pointed out that Karen was an unusuall 
clean child who disliked being dirty and thought it was es-
pecially cute that child knew enough to wash her hands after 
going to the bathroom usually using the bathtub faucets for 
this purpose as they were lower.~ 
Mrs •. E •. reported that Karen was completely bowel 
trained, but occasionally had a bladder accident if she was 
refused something she had asked for. When she does this, 
she is usually punished by having her buttocks slapped. Mrs. 
E. said she didn't believe that children should be slapped 
on the face or hand's, although her reason for avoiding this 
treatment was not clear. 
Mrs. E. also felt one should never scream and holler 
at young children, but should always try to speak gently and 
softly to them. Gina does handle children this way accord-
ing to Mrs. E., but her daught-er-e~.ifl;;.law are not as patient. 
Sons' wives also often frighten children unnecessarily es-
pecially in regard to doctors and hospitals about whom they 
provoke many unreal fears. She tried to demonstrate to 
interviewer· that she and Gina both use a more positive ap-
proach which is much more effective. 
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Mrs. E. said she thought Gina managed her three 
small children very well. Karen is now attending nursery 
school until noontime, and this gives Mrs. E •. ' s daughter a 
chance to do her housework and washing and ironing. When 
Karen comes home at noon, she has a hot lunch, and. if she 
went to bed late the night before, she has a nap. She said 
Karen did not have a regular bedtime, but hour varied de-
pending on the day'· s activities. After Karen r. s hap, Gina 
and her three children go out to do errands, and this is the 
time Gina telephones to Mrs. E. Mrs. E. again expressed 
some concern as to how daughter would get along when fourth 
baby arrived, but said she didn't kn.ow why she was thinking 
about something she couldn't do anything about. 
When interviewer was about to leave, Mrs. E. became 
quite excited.- She said she had forgotten to make some 
coffee, but insisted that interviewer wait until some was put 
on. She called to her husband to make it, and then took 
interviewer into the kitchen to Mr. E. who is a pleasant, 
mild-appearing sixty-eight year old retired laborer with a 
very weather-beaten complexion' from his years of outdoor 
work. He spoke quite proudly of his home and took inter-
viewer to the window to show her his small garden and summer 
house. He also showed interviewer several bunches of green 
vegetables which he had just purchased in the super market 
and spoke quite proudly of his selection. Mrs. E. commented 
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that she had never done any of the marketing and that husband 
is an expert shopper. Mrs. E. appeared to be very domineer-
ing towards her husband and repeatedly interrupted and 
finished any conversation he had begun. 
While coffee was being made, Mrs. E.ts granddaughter, 
aged five, appeared at the door and was greeted quite af-
fectionately by Mrs •. E. Her grandmother suggested that she 
call h~r mother to join the group for coffee, and in a few 
minutes, the younger Mrs. E., a very attractive and smartly 
dressed young woman, appeared with her two other youngsters, 
aged six and two •.. Mrs. E. placed several varieties of fruits 
on the table and insisted that interviewer eat an apple and 
an orange while waiting for the coffee. She also brought 
out candy and cookies for the children and offered them 
milk. Children all seemed very polite and well mannered, 
accepting and refusing various items graciously. When 
daughter-in-law reprimanded youngest child for spilling 
milk, Mrs. E. did not interfere in any. way, but allowed the 
younger Mrs. E. to handle it in her own way. 
Second Visit - ~9/59 
In the second visit, interviewer talked with Mrs. E. 
in the presence of one of her unmarried daughters, Rita, 
who had been home ill for several days. Interviewer tried 
to direct most of the interview towards ~~s. E., but Rita 
often replied to the questions with her mother occasionally 
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concurring, disagreeing or elaborating. At the time of inte~~ 
viewer's arrival, Rita was busy washing dishes with the 
help of her two year old niece, Jane, who was kneeling be-
side her on a stool in front of the sink. Mr. E •. who was 
about to leave the house on one of his frequent excursions 
to the super market, gave interviewer an extremely enthu-
siastic greeting and immediately went to put the coffee on., 
However, daughter, Rita, released him from this task, and 
Mr. E. went on his way. 
During the early part of the visit, Jane left the 
sink and came over to Mrs. E. who picked her up and sat her 
on her lap. Mrs. E. asked child to sing a song for inter-
viewer, but child refused at first. Mrs. E. continued to 
encourage her and held and clapped the little girl's hands. 
Jane finally joined in after grandmother had sung a few 
verses alone. Mrs. E. seemed to enjoy singing and playing 
with her grandchild and was more animated than at any other 
time during the interview. 
Rita asked interviewer to remove her coat and hat 
and suggested that she sit at the kitchen table where Mrs. 
E. was about to prepare a variety of green vegetables. After 
inquiring into interviewer's health since she had broken a 
previous appointment because of illness, Mrs. E. explained 
to her daughter that interviewer was affiliated with the 
group at Mass. Memorial Hospital in which her daughter, 
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Gina, was involved. Rita said she had heard a great deal 
about the project ~rom her sisters although she, herself, 
had not had much actual contact with it. Louise, another 
unmarried sister who also lives with her parents, often ac-
companied Gina to the hospital since she had a more flexible 
work schedule with more available time. Rita, who has worked 
for several years as a stitcher in a garment factory, said 
she worked from eight in the morning until four in the after-
noon and rarely had any time off during the day. She told 
interviewer she was now taking an accounting course at a 
business school in the city and usually had supper at Gina's 
on the nights she had classes. During this conversation in 
which Rita made note of her familiarity with the project, 
Mrs. E. sat quietly and made no comments about the Child 
Development Unit or her daughter's participation in it. 
Rita told interviewer that Gina had not been feeling 
at all well and had been complaining of severe pains in her 
back and legs. Rita also reported that she had gone out to 
buy a special maternity girdle for her sister as the doctor 
had recommended. She was somewhat puzzled and annoyed that 
sister had not as yet even tried on the garment,, although 
she continued·to complain constantly about her difficulties. 
Mrs •. E., too, waived her hands somewhat disgustedly and ex-
pressed some annoyance at her daughter's behavior. However, 
Rita assured her that she had spoken to Gina earlier in the 
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day and had been told that sister would definitely try the 
girdle on later when she took her shower. 
Rita went on to further explain some of Ginats dif-
ficulties. It was impossible for her to rest as she had 
been advised to do. Contrary to doctor's orders, she had 
to lift the children frequently during the day and they were 
all very big for their age. Jimmie, her husband, is a big 
help when he gets horne, but· sister is naturally on her own 
all day. It was different when the whole family lived nearby 
and sisters could ·all pitch in more and help. However, al-
though sisters try to go over and help as much as possible, 
they all are working and are often too tired to travel such 
a distance in the evening. Mrs. E. mentioned at this point 
that she and her husband had gone over to baby-sit while 
daughter took Karen to the hospital. They had hoped that . 
twins would remain sleeping until mother returned. However, 
one twin woke up and climbed out of bed. This experience 
was quite upsetting for Mrs. E. for some reason that was 
not entirely clear to interviewer. 
Mrs. c. also commented on the fact that daughter 
had no one to help her in the city any more. When she was 
first married, Gina used to have them all around her in 
addition to Mrs. E.'s older sister who died about a year 
ago. However, sisterts husband and son still live across 
the street from Gina and drop in often to see if there is 
anything she needs. Mrs. E. also mentioned the fact that 
Gina ''s mother-in-law and sister-in-law who used to be very 
helpful to her also moved away from the city some time ago. 
Mother-in ... law moved to a suburb and does hot see .family vexy 
often as she has :r;:eturned.to .work herself. ··Sister-in-law, 
Lollie, is also married and busy raising her own young baby 
in a distant town •. Mrs. E. noted without much conviction 
that daughter's .in-laws were very nice people although she 
did not know very much about them and felt it was not her 
business to ask about.their affairs. 
In attempting at this point to learn a little about 
I the family situation during 1\,'!rs. E. ''s own early married life, 
I it appeared that ·she had been surrounded by her mother, 
father, three sisters, two brothers, and several cousins 
all of whom lived within ·_an area of a few blocks.. Mrs. E. 
·and hex older sistex had-been the first to come to the 
United States when they were both in theirearly teens, and 
remainder of family including parents followed within the 
next few years., Mrs. Ee implied that. as soon as her child-
ren were old enough to walk and perhaps sooner, she farmed 
them out to the various relations and said.that she rarely 
had them at home. E.ven now, she cannot stand a lot of corn-
motion with many children running around at the same time •. 
However, she said 111kids is kids": and does not feel they 
should be restrained •. Her method of handling this.situation 
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seems to be to send them out of the way. She also said she 
felt Karen is quite overprotected and kept in the house too 
much. Childls mother never allows~her out on the street 
alone and keeps her home from nursery school at the least 
provocation. At the slightest sniffle, whimper or drop of 
rain, Karen is kept indoors. Mrs. E.rs own children were 
bundled up and sent out in all kinds of weather as is noted 
above, and were rarely at home. 
Rita said that Karen is now attending a nursery 
school run by the nuns at the church where Gina attended 
grammar school and where family still atend Sunday and holida, 
services. Mrs. E. and Rita, too, proudly reported that the 
two youngest girls in the family were the only ones to at-
tend parochial school. They both implied that entrance to 
the high school was on a competitive basis and only superior 
s.tudents were accepted. Mrs. E. went· on to tell about Gina's 
proficiency in typing and of important job she held upon 
graduation in a big bank in town. 
Both Rita and her mother remarked again that Jimmie 
is a big help to Gina and plays with the children a great 
deal. Children look forward to his return home in the 
evening as he gets right down on the floor with them. Efforts 
to obtain a clearer picture of this activity were not suc-
cessful •. 
In response to interviewer 1 s inquiry, Rita said Jimmie 
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was very different from Mr. E. in r~H:ation:.·T:o his children. 
She reported that she didn't remember her father ever playing 
with them or helping around the house in any way except in 
regard to the marketing which he still does. She implied 
also that Jimmie was more talkative and sociable than her 
own father who was very quiet and altogether different. Also 
Mr .... E.'s occupation as a construction worked involved long 
hours and often extended periods away from home in fairly 
distant places. His work also required hard manual labor as 
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a result of which he was usually quite exhausted when he ar-
rived home at night. 
Rita went on to describe sister Gina's capabilities 
in the face of financial and other obstacles. Considering 
the number and ages of her children, limitationsof closet 
space and excess of paraphernalia, Mary thought sister managec 
exceptionally well. Her house was somewhat more cluttered 
than mother's home, but all in all, Rita thought Gina managed 
her housekeeping very well. She thought her children and 
house always looked well and remarked, "After all, she has 
been married five years. She had to learn ... 
At this point, Rita offered a lengthy dissertation on 
people who refused to live within their means and bought all 
sorts of things which they could not afford. She thought 
Gina did unusually well on Jimmie's meager salary as a stock 
clerk in a downtown hardware store.. Family always eats well, 
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and Gina never serves canned foods or soups of any kind. 
In response to interviewerts inquiry, Mrs. E. said 
all ·of he.r children and grandchildren had always been very 
good eaters •. However, Rita said Kaxen had recently begun 
to present some feeding problems and is much.pickier than 
she used to be. Mrs. E •. said daughter did not believe in 
forcing her children to eat any more than she did. If .they 
ask for more at mealtimes, she believes they should be al-
lowed to have it. They should not be forced to finish what 
is placed before them, but if they do not eat, they should 
not be given anything between meals. If they are not hungry 
today, they will be hungry tomorrow. Daughter, Gina, serves 
three regularly scheduled meals and thatts it. Rita, too, 
added she definitely did not believe in demand feeding. If 
a child refuses food at one meal, .she thought he should have 
to wait until the next one before additional food is offered. 
Mrs. E •. also mentioned with pride at this point tnat 
neither she nor her children, all excellent cooks; had ever 
used canned food except in an emergency. Gina was also a 
very good cook and made all her own soups and vegetables. 
Mrs. E. said all her girls learned .. to coo.k at an early age. 
At this point, Rita told interviewer about an inci-
dent that had taken place during the past weekend while Karen 
and her twin sisters were visiting. Rita had been sick with 
a bad cold and had not been in the mood for fussing much with 
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he:r own or the children's lunch.. When the children arrived 
at noontime, she decided to serve them the :remainder of a can 
of Italian style soup which she had opened a little earlier 
for herself and which she felt had an almost homemade flavor. 
As anticipated by their mother, children each took one taste 
and said, "Eat it yourself."' 
In response to inquiry, N.rs. E. said daughter did 
not ask for her advice very often and is extremell.y indepen-
dent. Only once in a while does she ask for some help in 
cooking. She calls every day and would like mother and 
family to visit her more often which is not possible. How-
evert since she was stricken with .diabetes about a year ago, 
Mrs. E. has been quite fearful about leaving the bouse. When 
she first became ill, it·was believed that .she had suffered 
a heart attack, but this diagnosis was later ruled out when 
she was hospitalized. Mrs .. E.- described at great length her 
diet which has resulted in the loss of more than fifty pounds 
in the past year. She said she did.not mind the diet too 
much as it is fairly adequate and she.can still·eat things 
. : . 
she likes most. Her conclition.also requi:res.a smalldose 
of _ins:ulin which is injected each morning by her son who 
lives downstairs. She said doctors were hopeful that this. 
might be eliminated in the near future as condition is brough 
under better contro.l. 
Mrs. E •. said Gina.t s children were all very heal thy, 
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active children.. They are all very tal.l for their respective 
ages. Gina, too, had always been tall but had been quite 
thin until mother left for. a trip to Italy of several. months' 
duration When Gina was about ten years old. Rita noted that 
during this pe~iod, Ginats appetite increased markedly and 
she was quite overweight when Mr-s. ·E. returned home. Rita 
did not seem to·associate in any way Mrs. E.'s absence with 
her sister's increased need for food. 
Rita also described with a sigh and in quite a resent 
ful tone, the heavy responsibilities she was forced to assume 
when she was left in charge.of. caring for the whole family 
while mother was away. Mrs. E. commented here that all of 
her children were very self sufficient and independent at an 
early age and capable of assuming a wide variety of household 
tasks such as cleaning,·. cooking and looking after one another. 
In comparing toilet training practices of Mrs. E .. and 
those of her daughter, Gina, Mrs. E. felt methods used by 
both were very similar. She said she herself relied more on 
younger children observing and learning from the older ones. 
According to both Mrs. E. and Rita, Gina appears to take more 
active steps in this area and started to place her children 
on. the potty at regular intervals following meals when they 
were very young; Rita felt that' sister tried much ha:rder 
than her mother to toil~t train children and has seen her 
leave them on the potty fo~ as long as an hour before they 
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were allowed to get off., Karen was bowel trained before she 
was two years old, but efforts with twins have not been as 
successful. Rita noted that Karen was often quite subborn 
and defiant and often wet herself deliberately after 
threatening to do so when she did not get her own way. 
In some discussion of early feeding methods, Mrs. E. 
said she breast fed all of her children until they were about 
14 months old unless she were pregnant before this time inter 
val elapsed. Babies were transferred directly from the breas 
to a cup with no bottles in ~he transitional period. She re-
called that discontinuance of breast feeding was almost al-
ways followed by rather severe feeding difficulties during 
which almost all of her children would refuse food for 
several days. Karen, too, went directly from the breast to 
the cup and weaning did not present any problems at first. 
However, Karen later presented some feeding difficulties 
after birth of twins, at which time she often grabbed their 
bottles from them. Childts mother refused to tolerate this 
regression and insisted that she use a cup. 
In discussing the influence of Gina's ordinal posi-
tion in the family on their treatment of her, Mrs. E. and 
Rita argued briefly. Mrs •. E. said ·the fact that Gina was the 
baby of the family made absolutely no difference in the way 
she was treated by her parents or siblings and expectations 
of her were the same as for the others. However, Rita felt 
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that sister had been ve~y much spoiled and ovex-indulged 
and had never been expected to assume as much responsibility 
as the older children. In fact, she said she never had to 
do anything at all, and everything was done for her by the 
others. 
Before leaving the E. home, Rita asked intexviewer 
several questions about the project, interviewer's backgroun 
and training. She seemed extremely interested and expressed 
the opinion that it seemed very worthwhile. She hoped that 
both she and her mother had been of some help. 
Rita also brought _out innumerable photographs of 
G:Lna"s children as well as those of other grandchildren., 
Mrs. E •. became quite effusive as she described Karents charm, 
appeal and beauty as a baby and admiration of passers-by 
who often stopped topraise her when Gina walked down the 
street with her. 
Third Visit - 4/9/59 
When interviewer called on Mrs. E., for the third 
time, Mrs.· E.. had been discharged only a few days earlier 
from the hospital where she had been under treatment for a 
severe coronary thrombosis. When· interviewer arrived, Mrs •. 
E •. was resting in bed but got up and joined hex unmarried · 
daughter, Rita, and interviewer around the kitchen table. 
Mrs. E. looked quite paleand weak, and-her face showed the 
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strain of her recent illness. However, as in· previous visit!, 
she seemed quite glad to see interviewer and said she was 
happy that she was able to.come again. 
At first, Mrs. E., spoke at great length about her 
illness and how critical her condition had been. However, 
she was very thankful that she had been able to come home 
for Easter, and then enumerated all the people who had visite& 
her on the holiday. She and daughter conferred several times 
on this matter to make sure that no one had been omitted. It 
did seem that over 50 people had been there and that it had 
been a very hectic day. During this discussion, Mrs. E .. 
commented, "'Everybody likes me. I am good to everybody and 
help everybody. Sonaturally people like me.n 
In response to inquiry, Rita said sister Gina was 
feeling fine and had made a very good adjustment to the loss 
of her fouxth baby. She said the whole family had been quite 
disappointed because it was her first boy, but said they had 
all been somewhat prepared for this possibility9 Gina had 
had more difficulty this time than in her earlier pregnancies 
and had been told.quite a while ago by the obstetrician that 
she m~ght lose this baby •. · Rita said that both the social 
worker and the housekeeper sent by the Family Service Agency 
had been a great help to her at this time. She spoke of the 
housekeeper in especially positive terms, and said she had 
been exceptionally good with the children. 
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Mrs. E. at this point commented on what·a wonderful 
organization the Red Feather was and how she and all family 
members contributed to its support. She also mentioned 
several other organizations which she felt were doing very 
good work and to which she donated money periodically. 
Mrs. E. said daughter and son-in-law had been over 
the night before with. Karen and the twins.. Children had beer 
very excited when they saw grandmother whom they had not seer 
for several weeks. Mrs. E. again remarked as she had in 
earlier visits what a beautiful baby Karen had been and how 
everybody had stopped to admire her when she was a baby. She 
then commented sadly that baby who died shortly after birth 
a few weeks ago had looked just like Karen according to 
parents who had gone to view its body. ·· 
Both Mrs. E. and Rita said that all three children 
were growing up very nicely and were very smart children. 
Rita said that Karen was now talking very, well and ate like 
a grownup at the table. Some of their relatives who have 
seen her have even commented on how she chews her food with 
her mouth closed.. Twins also now eat quite welJ. by them-
selves and have finally been weaned from the bottle this 
week. Mother just decided that 11 that was. it"' and threw the 
bottles away. Rita said things were now easier for their 
mother as she did not have to feed children separately any 
more and family could all eat at the same time. 
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Rita said that Karen was now quite helpful at home 
and often wiped the dishes and went to the nearby store on 
errands. However, she noted that child had a strong stub-
born streak in her although it was not clear in what ways 
this was manifested. She did give one example of Karen's 
refusal to use the concrete walk up t.o the house when she 
comes to visit, and of her insistence on trampling through 
the mud and dirt before she comes in~ As was usually the 
case when Rita talked about the children, even this negative 
behavior was described in an affectionate and good-natured 
tone and not in any hostile or malicious way. 
Rita said that all the children were quite active 
and loved to run around. Mrs. E. commented that she likes 
to see children active and doesn't like to see them sitting 
still. She thinks that children who sit still must be 
stupid. She again remarked, "'kidsis kids" and feels they 
should have a place outdoors where they can run around. 
Karen and the twins love to visit grandmother because there 
is so much room in the backyard to play and have fun in. 
At home, they are kept indoors a great deal and restrained 
from running around. Karen does have a new bicycle now and 
gets out a little more. Rita said she couldn't blame her 
sister for being afraid to leave children outside alone 
after reading in the newspapers about what happens in some 
places to children who are not properly supervised. She 
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said you never knew who mi-ght molest young .children and 
referred to several recent incidents in which young children 
had been kidnapped by neighbors or baby sitters. She said 
sister neve~ trusted children with baby sitters, and remarked 
with a great deal of feeling, "You never know how much women 
who don't have children want them or to what lengths they 
might go to get them.·". This seemed to r.eflect quite drama-
tical! y Rita'· s own feeling about her own situation and ex-
plained her strong ties to her 12 nieces and nephews. 
Around the question of whether she thought that 
daughter Gina was more like her or her father, Mrs. E. merely 
shrugged her shoulders- and was not able to furnish any in-
formation. Rita said she really didn ''t know either, but 
noted that Gina was unlike the other children in one respect •. 
Gina. was extremely active as a girl and the only member of 
the family who was quite an athlete. She said she excelled 
in several sports and was on several teams at the Emanuel 
House in the South End~. She was especially -good at ba.sket-
ball, but al~o did well in roller skating, ice skating and 
swimming •. 
In a further discussion of how the two generations 
differed with respect to their child rearing methods, Rita 
did not seem to think there was an appreciable difference. 
She again noted that sister protects and isolates her 
children more than Mrs. E. did, but attributed this to 
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reality dangers which were not present when they were grow-
ing up-. Gina and the twins are also sent to bed somewhat 
earlier than those in the preceding generation. .Mrs. E.'s 
children never went to bed until they were quite tired, and 
really this was usually quite late and about the same time 
that their parents retired. 
Rita again noted that sister had much less help from 
her family than mother had in rearing her children. Mrs •. 
E.'s own mother, who died only six years ago, helped out a 
great deal when the E. children were growing up and had even 
helped to deliver them all.in the home. Mrs. E. also had 
two siste.rs and three brothers who often looked out for 
the E •. children and in whose home the E. children spent a 
great deal of time. Rita said sister did not have people 
close by whom she could rely on very often, but thought she 
had for this reason learned to manage very well by herself. 
Since Mrs. E~ was obviouslyquite tired, inter-
viewer did not press too hard for more information. Althougl 
interviewer thought it might be too much trouble, Atts. E. 
insisted that interviewer have coffee and a snack before 
she left their home. When interviewer told her that re-
quired number of .visits had now been completed, Mrs. E. 
seemed quite unhappy. Rita repeated that she ·hoped they 
had.been helpful to interviewer and wished her .luck. 
1.36 
Case E. - Analysis 
Mrs. E. is the mother of Mrs. Gina Colbert who has 
been rated quite low on the maturity scale by the Child 
Development team. Daughter is described in earlier research 
as an extremely anxious and disorganized individual with an 
infantile level of ego maturation. She needs constant help 
and support in meeting -the demands of day to day living, 
and difficulties are intensified- by borderline mental defi-
ciency~ 
During these visits, Mrs. E. appeared rather de-
pressed and quiet. and spoke in a cautious and restrained 
manner, somewhat in contrast to her appearance in earlier 
research interviews in which she is described as a loud, 
excitable and voluble person. This change was probably at-
tribut-able in part to serious illness for which Ivlrs. E. had 
been hospitalized twice inthe months just prior to inter-
viewerls first contact with her. 
Residing in the E. household during the period of 
study were Mrs. E., her husband, a retired construction 
worker, and four unmarried daughters. Four children, two of 
whom are sons, are married and out of the parental home. 
Subject of the ongoing research is the youngest of eight 
siblings born in a 12-year period. There are nine grand-
children ranging in age from six months to six years. 
In both interviewes, ~tts. E. was somewhat nervous, 
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shy and ill at east but seemed hospitable, friendly and eageJ 
to please. Interviewer felt that she tried to answer the 
research questions to the best of her ability, but responses 
were quite brief, general and stereotyped. She never verba~ 
lized any special interest in the Child Development Unit 
or in her daughterts participation,.although daughter, Rita, 
who was present in two interviews, asked several questions 
about the objectives of the ongoing xesearch and the roles 
and backgrounds of the various staff members. At no point 
in the interviews did she present any anecdotal material 
which would individualize her daughter or grandchildren or 
which would indicate any pride in their particular accom-
plishments or activities. She did emphasize her grandchild's 
physical appearance and way in which this was admired by all 
with whom she came in contact • 
. Mrs. E •. appears to be a rather immature, narcissistic 
individual who relates to her children as well as to others 
in a very ora~ passive dependent way. She derives a great 
deal of satisfaction from being surrounded by many people 
who admire her and who enjoy her company and hospitality. 
In previously gathered material, daughter describes mother's 
house as one which was constantly filled with people, con-
versation and laughter. Mrs. E. herself reported that prior 
to moving to suburbs, her house was always full of company, 
and neighbors were constantly dropping in and out.. In both 
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of interviewer''s visits, quite elaborate refreshments were 
served. h~s. E. also spoke with a great deal of sadness 
about the loss of her old surroundings and neighbors who 
were always asking, "Where is Mrs. E •. "' and "How is Mrs. E." 
It is evident that she becomes somewhat depressed when this 
type of gratification is not available. She does not go out 
very much in the new neighborhood, not even to attend church, 
and has not made any new friends here. 
Mrs. E."s reporting indicates that she is not able 
to establish mature relationships in which she is able to 
reach out to p~ople and be more than superficially involved 
with them. Other people, including her childre~·, are used 
largely for the purpose of meeting her own dependency needs. 
This dependency and inability to reach out to others is 
also reflected to some extent in her description of her child 
rea±ing practices and of othe~ aspects of her relationship 
to her children and grandchildren. Her self preoccupation 
is manifested in her lengthy description of her own ability 
to breast feed and almost inexhaustible supplies of milk 
which she provided for her children. However, she also adds 
that children were breast fed partly because this method in-
volved less trouble and expense. 
Mrs. E. seems to see her'grandchildren in the same 
way as she saw her own children, and this is reflected in 
her own lack of mature involvement with them. As with other 
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people, she enjoys playing with them and having fun with 
them,but cannot tolerate or respond to other appropriate 
emotional demands in which more outgoing activity is re-
quired of her. She has assumed a minimum of responsibility 
for their care, and according to earlier material,. has of-
fered very little suppo I:t to her daughter in helping deal witl 
her anxiety or in overcoming some of the difficulties with 
which she has been confronted in her maternal role. This 
may be partly attributable to reality factor of ill health, 
but interviewer is.under the impression that situation would 
not be noticeably al ter.ed even if Mrs. E. were in bette.r 
physical condition since she.seems to feel that daughter is 
quite able to manage by herself. Mrs. E. '·s lack of real 
warmth and closeness to her daughter is evident in the way 
in which she describes her children and grandchildren with 
little individuality'and in her reliance on the use of 
vague, general terms such as "good", !lice"' and uno troublen, 
1 to describe ·them. 
Mrs. E. does not appear to have been very actively 
involved in the care or training of her children in various 
developmental areas. In raising her own offspring, she was 
extremely dependent on her own extended family. Children 
were sent out of the house at a very early age and spent a 
great deal of time during their formative years with various 
relatives who lived nearby. Toilet training was achieved 
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according to Mrs. E. largely through observation of older 
children with very little effort exerted by Mrs. E. Childrer 
were expected to assume a varietyof adult responsibilities 
including the care of younger children at a very early age. 
Even today, Mrs. E.'s other daughters have been more helpful 
and supportive than their mother in their relationship with 
their sister who is the subject of the larger research. 
Family today continues to be a closely knit one with 
strong and probably hostile mutual dependencies. Four 
daughters are unmarried and have not been able to make satis .. 
factory heterosexual relationships. Earlier research data 
mentions the fact that all of these girls have suffered 
broken engagements. Mrs. E. has a need to deny this de-
pendency and repeatedly emphasizes the fact that her child-
ren and grandchildren, regardless of age, are capable, inde-
pendent and well-trained. However, she herself seems quite 
content to assume a dependent position in her family. She i 
not at all defensive about the way in which her children car' 
for her and speaks with pride of fact that they were trained 
early to take over many household tasks for her. 
In comparing her own methods of child training with 
those of her daughter, Mrs. E •. was unable to report any sig-
nificant differences. How~ver, according to one of her 
unmarried daughters who was present during the last two 
interviews, subject of the ongoing research is more active 
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as well as more rigid in her training efforts. Mrs. E. did 
express the feeling that her daughter over•protects her 
children and isolates them somewhat from outside contacts. 
This is in marked contrast to her daughterts own childhood 
experience of being forced out by her mother into the con-
gested streets at a very early age and may represent a reac-
tion to it. For the most part, Mrs. E. felt that her daugh-
ter handled her children in a wise and capable manner and was 
not able to express openly or otherwise any negative aspects 
of the relationship. 
Mrs. E.'s failure to give her children support in 
meeting realistic dependency needs is reflected in her 
daughter '·s recurrent anxiety in coping with new situations 
which arise in her daily life. Daughter 1's insecurity and 
lack of trust are mentioned repeatedly in the earlier re-
search data where. she is often described as overwhelmingly 
an~ious and fearful. In earlier contacts, she has often 
made unreasonable demands of the research staff for service 
as well as for material things of which she already had an 
ample supply. Previously gathered material shows she is con-
tinuously searching for and often finds substitute mother 
figures among relatives and other people in her environment 
to whom she clings for the assistance she has been denied by 
her mother and from whom she seeks constant advice and re-
:·'-assurance. 
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MRS. F., 
First Visit - 1/30/59 
Mrs. F.'s daughter-in-law answered the door for 
interviewer and led her into the home.. The two-story home 
is situated on a side street in Boston. It is poorly fur-
nished but clean. As soon as interviewer introduced herself 
to Mrs. F., she was asked. to be seated at the table and to 
join them in a cup of coffee which was accepted. 
~~s. F •. is a short, heavy-set and dark-complexioned 
woman of fifty-eight. She appeared to interviewer as being 
an outgoing type of person who spoke freely. Interviewer 
explained the purpose of the interviews, stating she supposec 
Miss M. had explained to Mrs. F •. that it was part of the 
ongoing study her daughter has been in. .Interviewer ex-
plained the interest in the grandmotherts observation of the 
baby and her own child-rearing patterns. Mrs. F. said she 
would be most happy to cooperate, and wondered whether 
interviewer heard about Kay's recent miscarriage. Her 
daughter would be coming home the fo1lowing day from the 
hospital. Interviewer said she was sorry to hear this sad 
news, and asked how Kay had accepted the miscarriage. Kay, 
who had been six months pregnant, felt she had done nothing 
to cause this, and is quite upset fearing this same thing 
will happen again. Mrs. F. said she has tried to explain 
that she will have many more children which Kay wants. Her 
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husband was also disappointed because he would like to have 
had another son. While this conversation was proceeding, 
Mrs. F. 1 s daughter-fn-law who was sitting quietly at the 
table, would carefully wa.tch her year old son who 'Y"as- pla.yin~ 
on the floor. When she would follow him and try to direct 
his activities closer to her, Mrs. F •. would interrupt the 
interview and tell Sally to give him more freedom as she did 
not think there was any danger in the home. To interviewer 
she would s~y: ~These younger people keep too close tabs· 
on these children. They should have a half-dozen, and then 
they wouldn ''t worry."/ Interviewer asked about Kay's son, 
and who was taking care of him during mother's hospitaliza-
tion. His paternal grandmother who lives next to the 
Boyles has Bruce. When Kay has to go on errands, Bruce, 
who is 15 months old, is left with her mother-in-law. It 
is very seldom that Mrs. F. had charge of him. Kay has not 
worked since her first pregnancy. Prior to this, she worked 
for two years as a floor-walker in a garment factory. She 
left school despite her mother's objection after two years 
of high school and worked until she was eighteen. She is 
now twenty, and her husband is twenty-four. 
While Mrs. F •. spoke to interviewer, a dark-haired 
girl of ten, plain-looking, and wearing glasses entered the 
kitchen. Mrs. F. stood up, and placing her hand on the 
little girl's shoulder, said: "·This is Stevets (her son) 
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daughter whom I have brought up." Steve is living with the 
F.ts and not with his wife. The young girl smiled and dis-
appeared into another room. Mrs. F. explained that she has 
five children and eight grandchildren. Steve, who is 36, 
is her oldest and only child by her first marriage. The 
other children range in ages from twenty through twenty-
three. Kay is her only daughter and the youngest child. 
Mrs. F. has two sons living with her. At this time, one of 
their wives entered and asked her sister-in-law in a loud 
whisper who interviewer was. Marcia, daughter-in-law, sat 
down at the table and began knitting. Mrs. F. greeted her 
and told interviewer she was expecting a baby this May. Mrs~ 
F. is proud to announce that this will be her ninth grand-
child, although she would like to have had ten (referring 
to Kay's miscarriage}. 
Interviewer wondered whether Mxs. F. thought her 
daughterts methods of child rearing were similar to her 
own. Mrs. F. felt she brought Steve up in the same way. 
However, Mrs. F. feels that Kay is ofteri forced to'follow 
the suggestions of her mother-in-law who lives so close to 
her. She thought that Kay tends to be too strict and ex-
plained how her daughter would urge Bruce to stay in one 
place rather than allowing him to have ":full reign of the 
house"', which Mrs. F. believes children should have.. Inter-
viewer asked if Kay had any trouble in training Bruce.. Mrs .. 
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F •. stated that she didn't. Kay did not breast-feed him 
which was a mistake according to ~tts. F. She had asked her 
daughter why she hadn't done so, and Kay answered that she 
would be embarrassed-should she have to "take the breast out 
in public"·., Sally commented that it is not always best for 
the baby's health to breast feed them. Mrs. F. agreed that 
this would be true in very few instances. She herself breast 
fed all the children. She also had them at home except Kay, 
and all were born in natural childbirth. She had a diffi-
cult time with all deliveries, but when it was over, she 
never felt better. Interviewer asked if Kay had difficulty 
with her first birth. Mrs. F. felt she had a relatively 
easy time. 
Mrs •. F •. explained that she was born in Lebanon, and 
came to America when she was fourteen. Her mother was a 
widow at thirty-five and came to American to work, leaving 
Mrs. F. in the care of two uncles. Mrs. r. found it diffi-
cult to adjust to living w~th her family again after their 
separation, and a hard time adjusting to another country. 
She is from a family of six, and·has two brothers living at 
this time. 
Mr. F •. comes from a family of nine children. He is 
Jewish and a bricklayer by profession. He has not worked 
for several years due to a disability. They are supported 
. '; . ·. 
by their children,· and also by Mr. F. ''s brother who brings 
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o.ver money weekly.. Mrs. F .. commented: "The Jewish people 
are good that way and take care of their own." 
Mrs. F .. said that she has worked since she was 
fourteen as a stitcher. When the children were able to care 
for themselves, she worked again,, and has done so until two 
months ago. She had to work as a widow, and during this 
second marriage to supplement her husband's earnings. Inter-
viewer wondered whether Kay would return to work under 
present circumstances. Mrs. F. said she had not planned to 
and she hopes that her daughter will not. She would rather 
see Kay bring up her ovm children. Financially Kay's hus-
band does very well as a salesman in a sporting goods store 
and is a good provider. Mrs. F. did not think he would ap-
prove of Kay's leaving their baby and returning to work. 
Interviewer wondered whether Mrs. F •. felt as close 
to her daughter since marriage, and whether daughter confided 
in her as much or less. Mrs. F. emphatically stated that 
Kay, as had all of her children,·brought their problems to 
Mrs. F., She did not think that any daughter would confide 
in a mother-in-law or another .person like their own mother. 
Interviewer said it did happen in several instances and was 
possible. N.rs. F •. commented that Kay's mother-in-law does 
spend more time with Kay than she could possibly do. She 
explained that Ken Boyle's.brother died and he is the only 
child left. Mrs •. F. felt that the mother-in-law fusses too 
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much over this baby and creates problems for Kay. She said 
that Mrs. Boyle accuses Mrs .. F. of not caring for Bruce as 
much as her other grandchildren, and Mrs. F. feels that she 
. . 
is ridiculous to think this. She felt that Mrs. Boyle thinks 
she should spend much·more time with the Boyle.family, and 
does not· realize that this is not possible., 
Mrs. F ... spoke of her· active participation in the 
Marinite religion, and was delighted to explain and describe 
the rituals to interviewer. She believed its only difference 
from the Catholic religion. was found in the head of the 
church. The Marinites did not obey the bishops·in-this 
country but had special direction from Rome, and· their 
Masses were said in the Syrian langua9e r.ather than in Latin. 
. . 
When·interviewex prepared. to leave, plans were made 
to return in two weeks. Mrs. F .... said she would be delighted 
to see interviewer agal.n .and invited her to diriner. Since· 
interv.iewer was riot certain of· the exact date, she planned· 
to call Mrs. F. a few days before vis~ting. 
Second Visit' - 2/12/59 
Prior to this seqond interview, interviewer called 
ll}lrs. F. who . explained that one of her granddaughters was 
hospitalized in the City Hospital and she might be visiting 
her at the time of the scheduled appointment. Therefore, 
she asked that interviewer· await her arrivaL. When Mrs. 
F. greeted interviewer at the door, she was surprised to 
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see her. MXs. F. explained that due to the storm she had 
postponed her visit. She explained to interviewer that this 
granddaughter lived in Andover with her parents, and had 
minor surgery at the hospital. Interviewer asked about 
Kay's health since her discharge from the hospital. Mrs. F. 
felt that Kay was feeling much better. Mrs. F. visited them 
and felt that Kay was more relaxed, and not as tense as she 
had been. 
Mrs •. F. led interviewer to the kitchen where Sally 
was sitting and asked interviewer to have some tea. Mrs. F. 
sat down for a few minutes, but most of the interview time 
was spent answering doorbells or preparing the dinner. 
Interviewer explained again to Mrs. F. that the purpose of 
the study was concerned with the differences and similaritie 
in .child training of grandchildren as compared to the up-
bringing of her own children. 
Interviewer wondered if Mrs. F. could recall her 
own methods in training her children. Mrs. F. said that the 
ages of training the children differed. She had breast-fed 
all of them until they were six months old, and then trans-
ferred. them to the bottle. As for toilet training, she was 
not too fussy about their age~ She felt that Kay was the 
most difficult to train. She is also having trouble with 
Bruce who is now almost two and not trained. With Kay, she 
specifically recalls the time when Kay thought of herself 
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as "being made the same way as her brothers" and would' at-
tempt to go to the bathroom the same way. Mrs. F. would 
have to explain to Kay that she was different. Interviewer 
thought that it must have been hard for Kay and supposed 
that she must have been a-tom-boy when-younger having had 
so many brothers. -·On the contrary, Mrs. F. said she was not. 
She had her own friends, and although her brothers would 
take her every place theywent, she would usually go with 
her girlfriends •. ·Mrs. F •. repeated that Bruce was not 
toilet-trained and still drinks from a bottle. Sally though; 
he was too young to be trained, but Mrs. F.. disagreed saying 
she knew of some mothers who trained their children when 
they were only four months old. She explained their toilet 
training procedures, and Sally commented that she would have 
to try their methods. · 
-· Interviewer wondered- if Mrs. F., saw any similarity 
in her own training procedures as with,her daughter, Kay's. 
~~s. F. thought they were similar. She did mention that 
although she did punish her children by spanking them, it 
was her husband who was the disciplinarian. She was not 
successful in punishing them, and would threaten them until 
their father came home. The children would obey him. She 
mentioned a spec~fic instance when Kay was found smoking 
when she was only seven. Her father found her and gave her 
such a spanking sh~ never tried it again.. At this de·scriptic n 
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everyone in the room laughed.. At this time, Mrs. F.'s son 
returned home and insisted on having his supper. As Mrs. 
F ... served him dinner, she continued with her conversation. 
Interviewer asked Nu-s. F. if there was any resemblance in 
physical appearance or personality between her daughter and 
herself. Mrs. F •. said she had often been told they looked 
alike, but since Mrs •. F •. has put on so much weight, there is 
very little resemblance. Mrs~ F. did not think she was like 
her in personality either for Kay is quieter and more easy-
going. ·she definitely was not like her father who has a bad 
temper, and therefore, cannot be said to be like either of 
them. 
Interviewer wondered what Mrs. F.'s feelingswere 
concerning husbands $haring responsibility in child-rearing, 
and asked if her husband had participated. Mr. F •. helped 
her when the children were small and .has always helped her 
with the dishes and household tasks. Kay's husband has 
been wonderful to her. When she was in the hospital, he 
came in beaming, informing her that he had washed and 
polished all of the floors.. Mrs. F. described their apart-
ment asbeing very nice, and both of them were very proud 
of it. Kay is a very neat .housekeeper, .and her husband 
helps a lot with home and care of the baby. "'He realizes 
how hard it is for Kay, and does as_much as he can." 
Interviewer asked if Bruce missed his mother while 
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she was in the hospital. Mrs. F. remarked that he is 
spoiled •. When Kay went to the hospital and returned, ne 
would not go to her and constantly whined. "Now," Sally 
said, "·he will not go to anyone but Kay." Interviewer 
thought he might have forgotten his mother after her absence 
of fifteen days. Mrs. F. guessed that he had 1 but definitel) 
thought he was spoiled because he did whine so much. She 
thought he needed a good spanking, and did not think that 
' Kay or her husband punished him. 
Interviewer wondered what Mrs. F. ''s feelings were on 
mothers working. She thought if mothers didntt have to work, 
·they were better off and could bring up their own children~ 
She added that fortunately Kay would not have to wo~k, .and 
her husband would object if she did. ~tts. F. worked because 
they needed the money, but ·would have preferred to stay at 
home. She was certain that Kay did not want to work. 
When asked whether she and Kay visited frequently, 
MXs •. F. said she would usually call the Boyles approximately 
once a week and invite them-to dinner with the entire family. 
Mrs. F. does not get over to Kay's often because she has so 
much to do at home. 
At close· of this interview, there was general dis-
cussion about Mrs. F.'s son • s work, and his wife 1's pregnancy .. 
When interviewer prepared to leave, she made arrangements to 
call Mrs. F. before their next interview. Mrs. F.'s son 
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led interviewer to the door while Mrs. F. ·continued to pre-
pare dinner for the remaining family members. 
Third Visit - 2/27/59 
Throughout the three interviews, Mrs. F.'s attitudes 
remain consistently the same. She herself is disorganized 
in thought, but attempts to cooperate in answering the 
questions put to her. In her final interview, she seemed 
to cooperate to her utmost. 
Mrs •. F. and interviewer. sat down at the table and 
proceeded into discussion about her family. Mr. F., a 
titian-haired, pleasant and jolly elderly man was washing 
dishes. A boarder was sitting quietly at the table for a 
few moments, but soon left. Mrs. F. described her own 
family. She is the youngest girl in a family of six child" 
ren. When she was three years old her father died. Her 
oldest brother then married and moved to America. Her 
mother followed with two daughters and two sons, leaving 
Mrs. F. in the care of two married uncles. 'She stayed with 
the uncles until age 12. The uncles were strict with their 
children, but good to Mrs. F. She enjoyed all of her 
cousins except the youngest boy who would always tease her. 
She went to school to learn Arabic. She does not include 
the years spent in Syria in her formal training because therE 
is such a vast difference in the teaching system here. She 
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learned to read first. and then mathematics •. At twelve, 
her mother sent for her. She continued going to school 
here for three years, and then mother put her to work in 
the factory. At home she never fought with her sisters, 
but with a brother who is about her age. She thought the 
reason which accounted for their getting along so well was · 
the difference in their ages. One sister was married and 
the other was six years older; so they had nothing to fight 
about. Mrs. F. said she loved school more than anyone she 
knew, and would like to have continued; but mother needed 
money. Everyone in her family was bright, but were all too 
lazy to continue their studies except for her youngest 
brother, who studied law. 
Mrs. F. has two brothers who are living. One is in 
the mid-west (St. Louis) and another here in Boston.. Her 
mother died at the age of.68. Her mother died at the time 
Mrs. F. t s second son was born. Mother owned her otm home 
and lived with youngest son who was not married at the time. 
She never helped Mrs •. F .. with the care of the children, but 
was able to give her advice. As far as being a disciplinaria~ 
in the home, Mxs. F. neither thinks of her as being strict no~ 
lenient. 
Interviewer wondered whether she felt Syrian families 
had certain set patterns which one might expect to find. Mxs. 
F. definitely thought they did. She said girls were brought 
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up much more strictly than boys. Parents worried more about 
them and would not let them out of the house alone. Mrs. 
F. was not like this with Kay -- did not have to be. People 
always told her how beautifully Kay had been brought up. 
Mr. F., who had been sitting at the table all of this time 
without being introduced, spoke up and said he had done. much n 
bringing up the children.. Mrs. F. agreed that he was a 
help. The children were always afraid of him, but would 
walk over her. When she threatened that he would strap 
them, they would obey. He added that both always went along 
with the discipline of the other. · If she said something, he 
would always agree with her and vice versa. There was never 
dissention on this. 
Mrs. F. returned to the subject of Kay and told aboui 
her dating patterns. She dated one boy before Ken. They 
went into detail about one episode, and then described 
Kay 1 s first date with her husband who wanted to take her to 
a drive-in and did not intend to come into the house when 
calling. Mother insisted he be properly introduced and that 
he come into the house. She met him outside and invited him 
in. Everyone likes Ken very much. She said that he often 
kids her about this now. 
Knowing how strict Syrians were in regard to sex, 
interviewer as~ed if she had explained facts of life to Kay. 
She said she never did. Sex was a forbidden subject in her 
mother's house and when Kay grew up, they never discussed 
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it either. Kay menstruated at eleven and never told her. 
She learned about seK from her sister-in-law, Terry, who 
at that time lived in the same house with the F.'s. Terry 
explained everything to Kay, and Mrs. F. did not know this 
until Kay's marriage. Kay and mother never discussed sex 
until then. After her marriage, Kay had much pain during 
intercourse, followed by other difficulties. She would then 
talk to her mother. She often said during the first few 
months of marriage that "if I knew marriage was like this, 
I would not have married 11 • She is all right now. 
Interviewer asked if Mrs. F. felt she had more in 
common with her daughter and could speak more freely to her 
rather than her sons. 11 0n the contrary! 11 Iv'lrs .. F. felt 
she had much more in common with boys and could speak more 
freely with them. She felt she had to watch what was said 
before Kay more so than with the boys. Interviewer asked 
if parents had discussed sex with the boys. Mrs. F. thought 
they found out for themselves. All she could remember was 
Mr. F. taking the boys aside and handing them a package of 
contraceptives, warning them to be careful. She said today 
everyone talked so freely about sex, and she thinks it is 
better that children do find out from the family. 
Interviewer focused on the children's earlier years 
and asked if .fv'trs. F. ·could tell her about her methods of 
disciplining. She had already said her children were 
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spanked by her husband or threatened by them by giving them 
money. She said Kay's s~m is too young for this, and she 
knows he is good when mother talks to him or smiles. 
She did not have any particular difficulty in toilet 
training or feeding· with her own children. N1rs. F. could 
not seem to remember, nor was there evidence of any interest 
in further discussion on this subject. 
· Interviewer asked about the grandchild who was ifl 
the City Hospital at this·time. She is better and returned 
home to Andover. Most of the other grandchildren are living 
in the South End. Mrs. F. has just about brought up the 
eldest son's daughter who refers to her as ttmothern. She 
came into the kitchen during the interview and began scramb-
ling eggs. ·Grandmother warned her to be careful, but she 
dropped them on the floor. Grandfather became annoyed and 
scolded her for not listening to grandmother. Mrs. F. 
scolded her in less threatening ways as she swept up the 
remains.. Mrs. F. had not taken care of the other grand-
children and does not believe in interfering. If something 
comes up and mothers ask her to take care of the children, 
that is diff~rent, and she is glad to do it. Sonny and 
his wife (who is expecting a baby in May) will be moving 
as soon as they find a place. Therefore, she will not have 
this grandchild as interviewer had presumed. Mrs. F. has 
taken care of Kayts baby on very few occasions. Interviewer 
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asked if Bruce had difficulty going to others as one might 
expect of a child who was with one person most of the time. 
She said that on many occasions he is taken care of by 
paternal grandparents·as they live so close to Kay. How-
ever, he does have difficulty going to people. He will 
never come to her. He reacts differently to grandfather, 
who will pick him up and throw him about. Mrs. F. repeated 
that he would not go to Kay following her return to the 
home, but would cry and turn away from her, thus making her 
feel very badly. 
Interviewer asked how Kay was feeling at this time. 
Mrs. F. answered that she was feeling much better now that 
everything is over, and she was adjusted to not having the 
expected baby. Mrs. F. thinks it is just a matter of time 
and forgetting. 
Interviewer thanked-Mrs. F. for the time she had 
given and prepared to leave. Mrs. F. insisted that she 
come to a "Syrian dinner" that evening and would not accept 
a negative answer. 
Case F. - Analysis 
Mrs. F. is the mother of Mrs. Boyle who is one of 
the youngest of research subjects, and has been rated in 
the least mature group of Child Development Research. W~s. 
Boyle is an attractive waife-like appealing late adolescent. 
When her baby was born, she had numerous problems adjusting 
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to the demands of motherhood. She does not have a firm 
feminine identification and is inconsistent in her handling 
of the baby depending upon her mood. 
Mrs. F. is a heavy set, fifty-eight year old Syrian-
born woman. In her interviews she said she has worked nearly 
all of her life due to financial need. She seems to have 
resented leaving school at fourteen years of age to work in 
a factory until her first marriage.· During her second mar-
riage, she returned to work when "children should send for 
themselves". It is known through Child Development Unit 
that Mr. F. is an alcoholic, and Nirs. F.'s financial contri-
bution to the family was necess<:lry. At present tJlrs. F. is 
not working due to a disability. 
Mrs. F. was friend].y, hospitable, and eager to 
please in all interviews. She accepted interviewer into 
her home in the same way she took in her friends and family. 
Interviewer felt that Mrs. F. tried to answer research ques-
tions, but was.limited due to herown personal need to con-
trol situations and to discuss subjects on which she could 
elaborate. Mrs. F. chose to discuss her outside activities 
and subjects pertaining to business, politics and her own 
childhood. In all interviews, Mr. F. found it difficult 
to focus on subjects for any desired length of time. Her 
conversation was constantly.interrupted in one interview by 
helping her daughter-in-law with a crossword puzzle. In 
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all interviews, people were present, and Mrs. F. was either 
distracted in directing their activity or answering door-
bells. As a result, questions pertaining to the study were 
brief and revealed little in child-rearin~ patterns. 
As a person, Mrs. F. is controlling and overwhelming 
in manner. As observed throughout funterviews, the family 
centered around grandmother. She derived satisfaction in 
having family members and friends come to her rather than 
her reaching out to them. She rarely reports in interviews 
that she visits Mrs. Boyle or other children. The children 
are usually invited weekly to join their parents for dinner, 
and this seems to be:-;Mrs. F. 1 s only contact with her daughte , 
Mrs. Boyle. 
It is felt that Mrs. F. can more readily identify 
with male figures in the household. In the interviews, she 
mentioned always having more in common with her sons than 
with her daughter. Perhaps her masculine interests are a 
carry-over from childhood. She was brought up by uncles in 
a household of boy cousins, having been separated from her 
mother following her father's death at the age three and did 
not see her again until she was twelve. 
Through her conversation, it seemed that she lacked 
a sensitivity to her daughter's feelings. l@rs. Boyle's 
recent miscarriage was passed over without any apparent 
awareness of the significance of this traumatic experience 
16{!) 
to her. She encouraged Mrs. Boyle to deny her fears, but 
did not offer any further support or tangible help. Through 
Child Development Research, it is clear that she has given 
little mothering to Mrs. Boyle during her childhood, and 
the material points out that Mrs. Boyle came as a nursery 
school child unkempt and was taken to a neighborhood settle-
ment home at younger than usual age. In interviews, she 
expressed her lack of sexually preparing her· daughter and 
rationalized this with the explanation that mother never 
discussed subjects concerning sex with their daughters in 
Syrian homes. In an indirect way, Mrs. F. recognizes 
Mrs. Boyle's dependency needs as a housewife. Mrs. F. is 
pleased that Mr. Boyle is willing to help his wife, but she 
does not volunteer to help her daughter. In all stages of 
growth, Mrs. Boyle has sought out women who represent sub-
stitute mothers. 
In comparing Mrs. F. 1 s child-training methods with 
those of Mrs. Boyle's, she said there were no significant 
differences. She believed fu~s. Boyle is handling child in 
like manner. lVlrs. F. had little concern over a time for 
toilet training, and her daughter also does not seem con-
cerned over the training of her son who is now sixteen 
months old. As for disciplining her own children, Mrs. F. 
said that sh~.: was not the disciplinarian in her family and 
seldom spanked her chil-dren. However, she criticized Mrs. 
16:1 
Boyle because she does not punish her son when he is naughty4 
She related that her own children would not comply with her 
requests, and such behavior seems to be occurring in her 
daughter's situation. Later remarks of Mrs. F. showed she 
was inconsistent in many of these statements as in later 
interviews she complained that Mrs. Boyle was too strict 
and tttoo exactingn with Bruce. She criticized the lack of 
early toilet training by stating she did not think it too 
early for mothers to train children when they are only a 
few months old. In interviews, ~tts. Boyle showed a lack of 
understanding child behavior. When Bruce cried because a 
stranger had picked him up, and refused to go to his mother 
following her two week absence, Mrs. F. failed to recognize 
that this was normal behavior for a child this age. 
Mrs. F. said that she assumed responsibility of her 
grandchildren only upon request for she "does not wish to 
interfere 11 • It would seem that she recognized her tendency 
to dominate and tries to control herself from advisi:ng her 
children because of this. 
In comparing parental roles of the two generations, 
there is not much of a shift seen in the domestic responsi-
bilities of the father's role. Ntt. F. not only acted as. 
disciplinarian, but was actively engaged in a variety of · 
domestic duties. As was previously stated, Mr. F. was an 
exceedingly spora~ic wage-earner, and Mr~. F. worked due to 
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necessity. Mr. F. seems to have been the parent who con-
veyed more warmth and more kindness to his children, par-
ticularly Mrs. Boyle, than his wife seemed capable of giving. 
He seems to have been the parent who spent more time with 
her. 
Through prenatal material, we feel that Mr. Boyle 
is much more active than his father-in-law and is a good 
wage-earner. We also learn that he manages household 
finances, does the marketing, and participated in son's care. 
He makes few demands on his wife who seems content to have 
him take these responsibilities for which she has little 
aptitude. It would seem that he has a neurotic need to play 
the feminine role, as in contrast to Mr. F. who was forced 
to help in the home. Although Mrs. F. considers it desirable 
that W~. Boyle helps his wife, it is questionable as to her 
feelings concerning her husband. She stated that she resente 
working, and it might be probably that she was disappointed 
in her husband's inadequacy as a wage-earner. 
16~ 
CONCLUSIONS 
In the preceding pages the writers have presented 
data gathered for the purpose of illuminating previous 
acquired material on early mother-child relationships. Al-
though there were variations in the type a~d content of in-
formation produced by each individual because of limitations 
noted earlier in the study, the writers feel they were able 
to obtain a meaningful picture of the role of these grand-
mothers in the lives of their children and grandchildren. 
Contacts with the grandmothers were made fairly 
easily in most cases. As a group, they were friendly, hos-
pitable and eager to please and talked quite freely with 
the interviewers. However, most of the grandmothers used 
the interviews to meet their own personal needs for atten-
tion, and there was a striking absence of any attempt to 
relate the present study to the ongoing research with which 
they were all quite familiar and in which their daughters. 
were active participants. No one demonstrated any particu-
lar curiosity as to what the study was about or about why 
they were included. 
The answers given to the research questions which 
were used as a frame of reference were, for the most part, 
vague, brief and superficial, and reflected a general inabi-
lity to impart individuality to the children and grandchildreh. 
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This may have been due in part to difficulties in communi-
cation, but seemed more to the writers to represent a failure 
to see and recognize unique qualities and idiosyncratic ways 
in their offspring. The grandmothers who were actively en-
gaged in the care of their children were not more able than 
the others to give a more vivid accounting of the intra-
familial relationships. There was very little evidence of 
great pride in achievement or in disappointment in short-
comings, and very little anecdotal material was produced. 
On the whole, the grandmothers seemed to prefer to talk 
about themselves or situations in which their children and 
grandchildren were not particularly involved. 
There did emerge, however, some factors in the areas 
under study which were of interest to the writers. Extremes 
of distance and closeness in the grandmother-mother re-
lationship were disclosed by the group. No one grandmother 
seemed able to both support her daughter's realistic de-
pendency needs and also to encourage adult separation and 
independence. The group of mothers who returned to work 
appeared to be somewhat more dependent on maternal grand-
mothers than those who remained at home to care for their 
own children. Although the return to work was seen on the 
conscious level as a means of providing these families with 
needed income, there was evidence that the employment of 
the mothers satisfied needs other than financial ones, for 
1~ 
for the grandmothers as well as for the mothers. In one 
case, it seemed to represent a daughter's need to submit to 
a controlling motherts wish to replace her daughter in the 
maternal role. In the others, there were indications also 
of a lack of maturity and readiness to assume the responsi-
bilities of housekeeping and motherhood and the sacrifices 
entailed. The grandmothers who undertook the care of these 
grandchildren seemed to do so out of duty or a need to con-
trol rather than out of a deep feeling of love and affection 
or a sincere desire to help their daughters meet an un-
avoidable reality situation~ 
In the families where the mothe:rs.did not work, 
there was less frequency of contact with the grandmothers, 
although this did not seem to represent a greater degree of 
maturity in this group. In two cases, the grandmothers 
seemed completely. wrapped up in themselves and showed an 
extreme lack of sensitivity to the dependency needs of their 
daughters who were forced to look elsewhere in their en-
vironment for substitute parental figures to help them deal 
with feelings of inadequacy and helplessness. One of these 
grandmothers did however show some evidence that she would 
make herself available to her daughter in a real crisis 
situation. In most cases, includ_ing the working group, 
-· 
there was little evidence of mature irwQhement with the 
children and g~andchildren and a minimal amount of reaching 
out to them. This may have been attributable in part 
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to the fact that the grandmothers during the period of study 
still had a great deal of responsibility in maintaining their 
own immediate households. However, it seemed to the writers 
that this represented a more basic lack of warmth and aware-
ness of the pressures and problems of adjustment with which 
these young married girls were faced. 
In describing their child-rearing practices, the 
grandmothers as a group did not appear to be oVerly strict 
or permissive. In some instances, there were attempts to 
wean and toilet train fairly early but little evidence of 
overconcern when there was delay in achievement. Klthough 
there was some general emphasis on goodness and conformity, 
only one grandmother reported the use of unreasonably harsh 
methods to exert pressure for more advanced behavior than 
was realistic. In some cases, there were certain indications 
that there would be greater difficulty in handling children 
at a later stage of development when sexual impulses de-
manded expression and greater freedom and independence from 
parental authority were sought. 
Many of the grandmoth~rs in the group were intolerant 
of negative behavior which seemed age appropriate activity bu 
which was interpreted by them as stubborn, defiant or bad in 
other ways. Various kinds of motility, normal exploration 
and touching of objects were often handled unsympathetically 
by scolding, slapping or admonition. Most of the grand-
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mothers seemed unable to understand or help their children 
master in healthy ways the anxiety resulting from exposure 
to traumatic life experiences such as the birth of a sibling. 
The grandmothers themselves use mechanisms of denial and 
repression extensively and this will probably be repeated 
in the newest generation. 
The grandmothers were not able to report any signi-
ficant differences in child;rearing methods in the two 
generations which were being compa±ed. For the most part, 
their daughters were described as competent,and independent 
and very little recognition was given to their difficulties 
in adjustment to the maternal role. 
Although it was not a primary objective of the study, 
a significant difference in the paternal role in the two 
generations emerged. The husbands of the girls in the 
larger research were reported to share much more extensively 
in household responsibilities than their fathers-in-law 
who, according to the grandmothers, had never been very ac-
tively involved in the care of their children or in other 
domestic duties during the early developmental years. In 
two cases where grandfathers had participated somewhat in 
child care, this was seen by the grandmothers in a less 
favorable light than the assumption of similar functions 
by the present generation of fathers. 
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